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,ALL CITIES
WILL FALL
PROPHET EDMUND S. STEPH-
ENS, OF WASHING-
TON CITY.
.PREDICTS EARTHQUAKES IN 1982
•Says Mother Earth Is Out of
Plamb, Which Causes All
the Earthquakes.
THE SCIENTISTS ALL WRONG
Washington. Aug. 27.—Prepare for
shocks. Prophet Edmund S. Stevens
-of Washington has prophesied a long
.series of dreadful catastrophes which
will culminate, in destruct on of
•al !the cities of fthe earth in the year
'of our Lord 42.
Mother Eecth is out of plumb. ac-
.cording to this prophet and all the
terrible earthquakgsl Wit. have oc-
curred and are yet to come are due
to the fact that the earth is gradually
resuming ts proper position When
this stage of transition is reached
there will be a new earth and a. new




Thr earth is out of her place or up-
right pesition. It s gradually resum-
ing it. Whenever there is an acceler-
ated or faster motion then in that
period earthquakes occur. We are
periods. from
1905. Again
aga n from 1963
now in one of these
Mont Pelee. two, to
from 192,5 to two and
to aoo A. D.
In 19S2 the 'earthquake is of such
extent that all cities of all the na-
tions far. From ao35 to 3144 A. D.
the earth is in continual perturbation
and in the latter year settles to its
upright posit on. This brings in the
new heaven and new earth.
EDMUNDS. STEVENS.
Prophet Stevens proves all his pre-
dictions by an elaborate collection of
charts which are intellig ble to him
only.
Scientists All Wrong.
Mr. Stevens said the first creation
was i1.27237 years ago. Noted
scientists have stated it at about ire
000.000 years ago. Me. Stevens says
the scientiests comm need a "par-
achronism." He said further that he
had 'grasped this sorry scheme of
things entire" that Omar Khayam
wrote about. He has discovered the
combination o fhow measure years
—no matter how far back or how far
ahead--he has the combination of the
safe t me.
"I have discovered the secret of
the universe which has baffled scien-
tists for all time; there is no doubt
boast when I say thee but I just
have, and that is all."
CONVENTION OP
WESTERN WATERWAYS
Will Be Hell in Novernber--Secre-
tary Bryant to Be in Cairo
September 3.
John W. Bryant. secretary of the
Western Waterways assoc ation wil'
visit Cairo tin Steptember 3, to con-
sult' with the people about holding
a convention ie November. It will be
remembered that at the Waterways
convention in Memphis several years
ago. Cairo was selected as the next
meet ng place, but the. convention was
not held one account of a similar,
meeting at Baltimore. Now the .
matter has been taken up again and
it is proposed to ,hold the meeting
either in Se.i,Iteuis. Cairo or Mem-
ph's. The matterhas been submitted
to the cities 'in the Mississippi valley
for their choice. It is believed that 
shCairo can get the meeting if e de-
sires to go after it. E. A. Smith,
Capt. W. M. Williams and perhaps
c•hers are members of the associa-
tion.
STRUCK BY TRAIN.
Two. Marshall County- Men Have
Very Narrow Eacape.
ngYesterday morni about 5 o'clock
a buggy necupied by Thomas Sullivan
and NVilliarn Threat. of Marshall
County. was. struck) by an Innis
_ Central train et the Penterei:rnael
crossing. 
;$
riftri LI y 
,
Both mei were tfiro,v.1 on an,
eonsi bruised. One of
itOrSei was so' serious injured that it
Coi bate tO aka.
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SIMPLE LIFE IWORTEN'S SUITS CAUSEBONDING COMPANY TO
DEMAND RELEASE ON
POLICEIVIEN4 BONDS
JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER DE-
PLORES TENDENCY OF
AMERICAN PEOPLE.
"We Are Leading an Aufully Fast
Life io This Country," Says
the Oil King.
Cleveland, 0, Aug. 27—It's the
simple life for John D. Rockefeller.
the announced today that he deplored
the present-day tendency to rush
headlong into everything. He said
the people were leading too fast a
life.
He conversed for twenty minutes
weh a newspaper reporter, keeping a
roomful of people waiting to shake
his hand and incidentally delaying the
opening of Sunday school at the
Euclid Avenue Baptist church. He
talked of New York newspapers and
joked about the heat.
Fondles the Children.
Then he hurried off to the Sunday
school room and visited every class,
patting the children on the back or
shoulder and saying a few words to
each. He did not make an address
before the school as in his custom
bteause of the heat. He thought the
scholars would be glad to get out
fs soon as possibe. He attended
ceturch after the Sunday whool ser-
vices.
• Would Corner the Heat. •
"This is really one of the warmest
days of the year, isn't it?" he re-
marked. "I shall have to put more
tubing on the upper end of my ther-
mometer at Forest hill. I suppose
the heat of today will be reflected in
ie headlines of the papers on the
morrow," and his mine broadened as
he chuckled over his little joke.
It s conversation showed he was
familiar with the newspapers of New
1Ork. lie inquired as to their stand-
ing, the personality of their stories
and discussed their pol cies. He said
the rapid life of the Americans was
rcflected in the New York news-
papers.
Papers Don't Suit Him.
"We are leading an awfully fast
life in this country. It •s simply
rush, rush along. The newspaper,
for the most part keep pace of the
times. They show the life of ther
readers. Peop'e live too fast. Their
life is accelerated by the headlines.
rush to read the paper. rush off again
to read some other paper and, rush to
a fire. It •s rush rush all the time."
Mr. Rockefeller made it plain that
his ideas regarding newspapers did
hot run toward the big headlines.
AID ASKED
BY PRESIDENT FOR VICTIMS
OF EARTHQUAKE—STRICK-
EN CHILE.
President Issues Proclamation Call-
ing on United States to
Send Assistance.
Oyster Bay, Aug. 27—President
Roosevelt has issued a proclamation
appealing for aid for earthquake-
stricken Chile. The proclamation
was issued after a consultation with
Acting Secretary of State Bacon at
Sagamore Frill today.
Proclamation.
"A dreadful calamity has befallen
our sister Republic of Chile in the
destruction by earthquake of Val-
paraiso and other localities. We of
this nation, at this moment, sec the
city of San Franc•sec, struggling up-
ward from the ruins in which a like
catastrophe overwhelmed her last
spring.
"We keep keenly in mind the
thankftil appreciation we then felt for
the way in wh:ch the people of.
Europe, Asia and botliSekmericas
came forward with generous offers of
assistance.
"In this time of woe of our sister
Republic. I ask that our people, out
of their abundance, now strive to do
to others as others last spring did to
t111.
"The National Red Cross associa-
tion has already taken measures to
ee'lect any silbscriptions that may be
offered for h;s purpose. and I trust
that there will be generous re-
sponse.
ord.)
T I EOM RE ROOSEVELT."
,!;4bert Perin and (laughter, Miss
!trio^. 3,•. or I,- ,0411y
visit relativPs.
COPPERS ARE UP AGAINST THE REAL THING, AS IT WILL
VIY DIFFICULT TO GET AN INDIVEDUAL OR COM-PANY TO GO ON THEIR BONDS. YET THE LAW REQUIRESTHAT BONDS BE GIVEN.
POLICE MAY FIGHT THE CASE OUT IN COURTS
It looks very much like the police
of Paducah are up against the real
thing. and all because of some suits
filed by Lawyer Mark Worten.
At the meeting of the board of po-
lice and fire commissioners yester,i.i
the question of the bonds came up.
The Title Guaranty and Surety Com-
pany, of Scranton, Pa., which is the
bondsman for the police desire to
be released from the bonds. Mayor
Yeiser leaves the matter entirely in
the hands of the police and fire coin-
missioners, and they are now consid-
ering the matter and will hold another
meeting today.
The question is a very serious one,
and some nice legal points may be
involved.
Some months ago Lawyer %Morten
brought a number of suits against
the police officers and the bondsmen
for parties who had been arrested by
the police. All of the suits that have
been tried thus far have been lost,
but the bonding company had to pay
the attorney's fees in defending the
suits. The police hal to have their
lawyers also, and had to foot the bill.
The bond company charges $3 per
year, and as there is twenty-five po-
licemen in the city the company re-
ceives only $7e per year from ehe
city.
The Title Guaranty and Surety
Company is represented in this city.
by E. G. Boone. The company, by
advice of their attorney, demanded to
be released from the bonds on ac-
count of these suits, as the attorney's
fees paid to defend the suits amounts
to a great deal more than the pre-
mium.
The police are naturally worried',
for if a surety company will not fur-
nish bonds no one else will be will-
ing to do so. Yet the lawe requires
that the police give bond.
And now comes the question: What
pre the coppers going to do about it?
' They (the police) say they have
paid out their good coin to be in-
sured, assured or protected for the
period of twelve months, and as the
bonds yet have five months to run
they don't feel disposed to release
the bonding company and will prob-
ably lay the case before Judge W. M.
Reed.
Driver for Engine.
The only other business before the
board was the election of a driver for
the steam fire engine, and titre board
elected Henry Rhue. This office was
treated by a resolution passing both
branches of the council last week, the
salary being fixed at ..$6o per month.
JUDGE EVANS
COMING HOME
Views of Louisvil:e Jurist on Scandals
In This Country.
London, Aug. 27.—Federal Judge
Walter Evans of Louisville, Ky.. who
is on the eve of sailing for America
after a studious tour of E7urope, said
to the correspondent Saturday:
"Thoughtree people throughout the
old world are anaously watching
events in the United States to see
what the Americans are going to
make of the biggest democratic ex-
periment in history.
"Many things happen" continued
the judge, "to dash the hopes of our
fr ends on this side. The latest is
the orgy of scoundrelism which
wrecked a Chicago bank and threw
a glaring light on the worse that
useess nature of state inspection.
The governless nature of state in-
spection. The government in this
case broke down utterly, as it has
broken down in many other situations
of equal or greater seriousness.
"Nevertheless, I have no doubt
that these painful experiences will
prove our national salvation. They
are creating a warlike morality,
which, united with the great intelli-
gence of our people, will put mattters
right. I would like, to think that be-
fore the reform wave is spent it will
drive ever judge out of actual politital
work. I dislike to think of any
judge, of high or low degree. siteng
in a political committee. Personally,
I believe that our judiciary. from top
to bottom, is purer and much less 'de-
fected from its true course by polei-
cal considerations than many suppose,
but political wire-pulling of any sort
is no work for a man engaged in the
sacred labor of administerng justice.
So long as state and county judges
are elected they cannot wholly break
With pOitics, but their best policy, in
my opinion is to depend wholly for
popularly upon the careful and,un?
swerving discharge of their judicial
duty."
ILLINOIS WOLF HUNT.
Oreen County Farmers Killed Two
Big Timber Wolves.
Jacksonville, Ill., Aug. 27.—Thrifty
farmers of Woodville and Elltiffdale
tOwne engaged in a real live" vo::
hum down in Woodville Sitteei--
eilest of the day was -tii tit the
beet Five gray timber wolves were
started up by the dogs at various
times and two of them were slain aft-
er the exnetediture of much ader.
shot and human exertion cts-
• a- se•e te heittiete.tir the
inantity of lead necessary t(sikill
wolf as exceeding the weight of t/le
animal's carcass.
Wolves have fen for years a
menace to the pig lots of southwest-
eau Greene county. It is believer/
that many of the sheep paid for out
of the dog tax were really killed by
wolves. Individual hunters could ac-
complish little towards exterminating
the animals, and with a view to a
more effective campaign against them
the hunt Saturday was arranged. The
prospect of novel and exciting sport,
tiehich was more common in pioneer
days than now. was efficient to bring
out a good crowd with dogs and
•
LOVE FOR GIRL
Led to Arrest of Boy Accused of
Stealing Diamonds.
New York. Aug. 27.—Locked up at
police headquarters is Louis Mo•
chorosky, charged with the lareceny
of $5.000 worth of diamonds. Mo-
chorosky, who is but 17 years oh/.
afforded the police of this country
a merry chase and then went to
Europe. Only his love for a girl in
Denver. whom he ventured back to
see. led to his arrest.
The boy was employed by Is::
Wo'f, a jeweler in the Flowery. Last
spring Wolf missed the diamond-.
He remembered that the young clerk
had helped him place the gems in
the safe. and this, coupled With his
failure to report for work, led the
jeweler to suspect him of the theft.
Detectives traced the youth to Phle-
delphia. Chicago and Denver. In the
Colorado capital Mochorosky met the
young woman in the case. From
Colorado he went to Russia where
his parents live, and then to Germany.
Ten days ago he returned to Denver,
went to the home of ifis sweetheart.
was arrested there and brought here
tonight.
FIRST CONVICT
From Boone in Three Years Brought
to Pen.
Frankfort, Ky., Aug. 27.—For the
first time in three years a prisoner
has been received at the penitentiary
here from Boone county. William
Jenee. sent up for two years for
housebreaking was brought to the
'1,, aitentiary Saturday by Deputy
Sheriff B. B. Hurde. of Boone county,
who is very proud of the record his
county has made as a law abiding
community. He says that it wilt be
longer than that before another is
brought here for incarceration so
1"1-1.1 is the maletty of the law re-
.: within her confine.,
BY FALL FROM ISLAND CREEK
BRIDGE EARLY SUNDAY
MORNING.
Was Riding a Bicycle and the Wheel
Su-rrk
h-ru
The dead body. of Thomas Crutch-
field, a brick mason, aged 40, was
found 'beneath Island creek bridge
Sunday morning by Police Officer
Clark.
'It is supposed that Crutchfield fell
from the bridge Sunday morning be-
fore daylight, as he was in the city
late Saturday night to secure a war-
rant for Jim Taylor for disorderly
conduct.
Examination of the body developed
the fact that his neck had been
broken by the fall, the distance being
only about ten feet.
An inquest was held and the coro-
ner's jury returned the following ver-
dict:
l'VVie, the jury, find that the de-




"H. AC KERMA N
"L. A. LAWLER,
"WILLIAM WALKER.-
The funeral will be conducted under
the auspices of the bricklayers' unioa,
of wItich the deceased was a member.
Te leaves a wife and three children.
GOVERNOR
OF WARSAW SHOT AND
KILLED BY ASSASSIN WHILE
DRIVING SUNDAY.
Murdered Man Was Commander of
the Fifth Army Corps Stationed
at Warsaw—Another Attempt.
I Warsaw. Aug. a.—en. Von Laiar-tiarsiri, acting millitary governor-gen-
eral of Warsaw, was shot and killed
at 3 o'clock this afternoon while
driving in a cab The assassin
escaped.
This morning an unknown man
wurned the cabmen ofi this city gen-
erally not to drive any of the gen-
erals.
Gen. Von Laiarliarski was the com-
mander on the Fifth army corps,
staioned at Warsaw.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 27.--ekn un-
successful attempt upon the life of
Peron Stahl is reported to have been
made in the park at Peterhof last
night, but the story is denied. A
number of officers who might be mis-
taken for Gen. Trepoff have taken




White aisens of New Mexico Are
Anxious to Enter the Union.
Lawton. Ok., e7.—Col. C. C. SW-
burn, a prominent citizen of Rose-
%ell N. M., riming here, said:
"New Mexicc will not vote to ac-
cept statehood, and my reason for this
Statement is evident; the Mexicans
will defeat the will of the Americans,
a majority of whom favor the ad-
inir4son of the territory as a state
lii the western part of the territory
is the minag district, where the pop-
ulation is principally native Mex'ican.
The Mexican has nothing to expect
from statehood, in fact he had rather
have things reman as wild as pos-
sible In his domain. He despises
civilization and en'ightenment.
"Then the influence of the mne
owners ,ty to be considered. The:
class ;rot favorable to statehood
and It controls that portion of the
Mexican vote that might be favorable
to statehood. You can buy a Mexi-
can for a drink of whiskey and he'll
do anything for you. The mine own-
ers have a rick thing and they don't
want to be restricted by the robes of
statehood.
"The majority of the citizens of
Roswell are favorable to statehood
and so are the majority of the people
of nearly all the principal American
towns. The best people of New
Mexico are in the towne and in those
rtisti'icts where irrigation is carried
on. They know that ,e ,,,xes need re-
ducing, and that the people need self.
government. But you can Inge, It
down that we don't cet etste.Iod
this year.
VOL. 23, NUMBER 1u8
NECK BROKEN "BY PARTIES
UNKNOWN"




BEFORE CORONER'S JURY IN
THE DEATH OF CLAUDE
BASS YESTERDAY.
EXHUMED AND IDENTIFIED.
The body of young Claude Bass
was exhumed from the grave in the
pauper's burying ground yesterday
ad was identified by his uncle, G. W.
Bass. The bbdy was later interred
at Oak Grove cemetery.
In the afternoon an inquest was
held, and after the examination of
over twenty witnesses the jury ren-
dered a verdict that "the deceased
came to his death by b'ows inflicted
upon the head by parties unknown.'
Some of the testimony was as fol•
It ws:
Edw. Cohen of 1531 Broad street,
stated that Young Bass had called at
his store on Saturday. August 18, eat
4 p. m. and had paid an account of
forty cents. The young man had ex-
hibited a roll of money, about $70.
He left a vat se at the store. Cohen
said that he recognized the clothes
taken front the dead man as those
belonging to Claude Bass.
G. W. Bass, uncle of the dead man,
stated that he recognized the body
as being that of his nephew.
Miss Mary Bass, daughter of G. W.
Bass, stated that her cousin Claude
had cared at her father's house 16eci
Broad street, about 5 o'clock Satur-
day afternoon August 28. The young
113311 said that be would renaaitt in tho
city about two weeks, and left tO
find a board ng place. She fully
identified the clothing and talso a
brietwood pipe found in the pocket as
belonging to her cousin.
Dr. W. P. Sights discribed the na-
ture of the wounds.
"Aunt" Melitsa, a negro woman
stated that on the welt the man W1LS
supposed to be murdered she heard
cries and groans, and that she saw
the man when he was found the next
morning.
Dr. J. W. Bass, the city physician,
testified as to his height and weight,
and to the fact that the young man
before he died said something that
si landed Nke Bass."
The police are OW gathering;
eeidence, but *re not yet ready to
make arrests of suspected parties and
if they know, or have any clea who
the guilty parties are, will not yet
make it known.
As a matter of fact,. no details have




Chief of Police James Collins, and
also night ,plthtf Torn Potter, can now
be found id the new office in the rear
cu the old office. The old office now
becomes the reception room. Capt.
Potter is not altogether pleased with
the change. as he says it is lonesome
staying there al night, besides the




A replete was received by the
ter tioVing'heillat a well-known gen-
tleman of Mtttropolis, Ill.. who is a
I prominent county official, had created •consIdereble excitement in the little
city by a desperate attempt at suicide,
As the i eport carte •oc late for vv.:-
fieation the name of the gentleman if
' not used.
Peanut Shells Burn.
A• b'aze in a plc of refii,e in the
rear of the Southern Peanut company
First and Washington streets, called
the department out at 1173o Sun-
day. The fire was extlignished be-
fi edatnitagresched the building and did, 
Sent to Evansville.
Jolei Smith. wit' and imr i;ildren,
were given passage by the city on the
,toe F u ler yesterday. S-rt th is the
,"an ri i Inner; in The r• 'et Sun-











Not One of the Oldest Ever
Pearl in the Mussel
Shell.
Saw And
Local riverrnen are much perplexed
over the question of pearls, says the
Owensboro Inquirer. On Faith's fist-
boat Saturday morning the question
was asked as to what became of the
pearls in the mussel shells after the
mussel dies. None of •the old river
vets could answer.
It is a fact that for as many years
as the oldest Owensboro citizen can
remember, pearls have been found
in the mussel shells, when the shells
are taken from the mussel while it
is alive. Not one of theh old river-
men could remember a single instance
when a pearl was found, in theh river
or in any place except in the shell of
the live mnrssel. "Undoubtedly." said
Mr. Faith, "mussels that contain
pearls die, but what becomes of the
pearls I cannot say. I have searched
for forty years to find a pearl outside
of the shell of a mussel and I thave
never found one. The mussel shells
chalk after lying for several years in
the water, but do the pearls chalk?
We can find hundreds, yes millions, of
mussel shells that have been removed
only a short time from the mussel,
but we can't find a pearl, and surely a
large number of mussels die contain-
ing pearls in their shells. I would not
think that the pearls would chalk, and
if they do. it could hardly be true that
they would do so in every instance,
before they could be found."
THE STOKERS
On a Battleship Are thP Real Heroes
of the crew.
Henry Nevinson, special corre-
spondent of the Glasgow Herald with
the British blue fleet in the recent ma-
neuvers, after describing how blue
dodged reties superior force in the At-
lantic and raced0 into the English
channel, says:.
"While we in theh salt air and sun-
shine of the bridge admired our
speed and watched the enemy reced-
ing bhind us. the true heroes of tri-
umph were toiling in narrow cham-
bers of iron far below the water's lev-
el. There, for sixteen hours apiece
during our forty-eight hours' run, the
stokers labored in an atrricpvhere that,
I think, was never less than 120 de-
grees and in the chamber of the old
cylindrical boilers was more. Four
hours on and eight off ran theh shifts,
and for four hours at a time each
stoker plied his furnace, shut in from
above by the armor which makes a
battleship's stokehold veery different
front a liner's. The down draft
whirled the black dust around them;
the fires burn their flesh; they
streamed with sweat; in spite of all
precaution's the glare scorched their
eyes."
An-d for a word of praise and two
shillings a day, adds Mr. Nevinson,
they did it all and s-naled.
WILD CAT
Killed Near Mayfield Recently—Had
Whipped All the Dogs in
Neighborhood.
The wild cat that was killed the oth-
er night by James Carter, Ed Carter,
T. J. Howard and Will Miller, seven
rdl(s. northeast of Niayfied, has
caused much fright among the people
in that neighborhood, and its death
has brought great relief.
It had whipped all tthe dogs in the
community, deified sixteen turkeys,
many chickens, raw one man into his
crib, where it is sai' he remained tin-
til he was• sure it was dead. The cat
was of good size, and after it was
shot one time it jumped on the dogs
arrd gave them a good whipping. and
was about to make its escape when




Senator thealres His State Will Hold
It Forever.
Anderson. ind., Aug. let
me. just add the clovology. that South
Caronlina ha's white, diAnination and
will hold it in spite of hel.'7 shouted
Senator Tillman to an a:I-qt.-nee of
5.000 when it was scattered by a rain
etrirm Allis afternoon at the Chester-
field camp of the Indiana Associati'm
of Spiritualists. He spoke for an
hour on "The Race Problem." assert-
ing that the civil war was not a re-
/ hat a bloody war between
brthren Mist were promoted in the
north, and that it did not settle a
race questioe that continues to be
both gra've and great!
Fined the Weather Man.
There's a rtilc at the Cssins• club
in Washington by which any mem-
/her of the chili is fined f;e• taalking
shop. The other night it looked as
though the treasury would not be en-,
ric'hed from this source hut Prof.1 registered at the Davis hotel, nppos- 
I a oottoawood tree. Thisbe tossed amide,
Willis Moore, chief of the weather ite tilt Chesapeake and Ohio 
station. ant later Mrs. Beteon stuck it In the
brineau, came to the rescue. bist as Mr. Skinner says he had the w
allet growl.: at the hark door of ker luny
Ore was leaving the club he turned to? containing the bond.: 
securely fasten- bons. a hu cg.e tee, nakr rdooist kano: nreiwn . t hIsts:7erit::
Pf 01,0 .of friends and courteously his hip !locket. He does n
ot 
as B °Woe-
bade them "go evening." He was know whether he lost the wallet or 
borhond "the JoLa rown
recalled and fine Whether it wile sfolett 
peed.°
Cleveland Ohio. 27.—Miss
that the Chinese look on this custom
. 
Margaret Sohidu has sent out isvita-
with g,reat disfavor. A slave owner
lions to twenty-three girl friends for is larlY 
always a thoroughly hated
•
a party in hosor of her twenty-third 
ledividual in the commnnity.
birthday for Sept. 23 at her home,
23 East Twenty-third street. She
says it will he a "skiddon" party.
"People have joked- with my name so
much that I'm going to have -some
fun myself," said Miss Schichs to-
night. "There will be twenty-three
candles in the birthday cake. souvenir
cards, lettered; 23, will be given to farmer who was euestantly experiment,
twenty-three guests. an orchestra of ins w;th soil. fertilizers and the succes-
twenty-three pieces will play behind akin s. sss. He wrote to his overseer
a bank of twenty-three palms. In the 
frets: :as Washington, planning
evening at msr uncle's farm, which the 
Ca:. • ssil and the cross. (Its-
contains, twenty-three and a fraction 
cussing treatment (Cr dilierent
aeres. there will be dancing' With l)10:oliroins
Ftic., tie farhi ;: tile llgi]t of past
twenty-three numbers on the pro- lie sets.]: "We lor.ri made some mils-
gram. takes, but must hose to grow wiser.
a Marriage Proposed in Fun
Was Narrowly Averted by
Wti of Clerk.
It often .happens that a wedding oc-
cours through a spirit of daredeviltry
and a show of "gameness" on the
part of the parties after a daring sug-
gestion that they marry, made in the
spirit of fun, says the Frankfort
Journal. But for the quick wit of
County Clerk N'. B. Smith such a
wedding -would have occurred here
yesterday, She "groom" being the son
of a well known local business man,
himself a popular drummer on the
road, but often here, where he makes
his headquarters. The "bride" was a
well known young lady, of rather ten-
der age, but attractive in her youth-
fulness. The couple appeared in; the
county clerk's office yesterday, after
a suggestion made and accepted in
merry bravado that they get married.
Both were too "game" to back down
once the proposition had been made
and accepted. The young gentleman,
though apparently much perturbed,
boldly requested; Mr. Smith to give
lum a license, to which the young
lady assented, Mit the tones and man-
ner of both betrayed to the acute of-
ficial that something was agitating
both to an unusual degree. He sus-
pected the escapade in which they
were indulging, and opened she ave-
nue for escape. He informed them
that he would be only too glad to is-
sue the license, but :hat he muse have
a certificate from theh parents of the
young lady granting thei,r permis-
sion, etc. Both appeared to regard
this as a straw cast to a drowning
man, and they left the office and did
not return.
After the Icemen—Not New York.
(Sterling Beeson in The World To-
day.)
In Baltimore, lid, dealers indict-
ed; Todelg. 0., dealers convicted and
out on bond pending a hearing in su-
perior courts; Washington, dealers in-
dicted charged with a conspiracy to
increase the price of ice ;Indianapo-
lis, grand jury investigation. of al-
leged ice combine; Jacksonville, Fla.,
one iceman goes to jail in order to
test rbe law under which dealers were
indicted by a hearing in hirbeas cor-
pus.
Cleveland, 0., dealers indicted and
acquitted by a jury; Detroit, an inves-
tigation preliminary to grand jury ac-
tion; St. Louis, state to annul char-
ters and collect penalties from deal-
ers charged with conspiring te fix ice
prices; Kansas City, petitions tiled to
revoke charters of alleged !members
of ice trust.
Yonkers, N. Y., movement to fur-
nish citizens municipal ice at cost:
Cincinnati, 0., dealers indicted under
Valentine law; Mount Vernon. N. Y..
mayor plans to organize a company
to manufacture ice and compete with
alleged ice trust; Philadelphia, officers
of alleged ice trust subpoenaed to
appear before grand jury; Great Neck,
L. I., residents building ice plant of
their own.
Ashtabula; 0., indictment resulting
in dissolution of City Ice Delivery
company; Austin. Tex., city council
considering legislation fixing maxi-
mum price of ice per . pounds at 3c
cents; Schnectady, N. Y., investiga-
tion of alleged ice combine by corns
mittee of council.
Hartford. Conn., petitions to revoke
charters; Columbus, 0., indictments
returned against dealers; Newark, 0.
indFctrnient returned; Toy. N. Y.
prosecuting attorney investigating.
MISS SCHIDU, 23, TO GIVE
SKIDDOO PARTY TO
Sept. 23, to See 23 Guests Dance
Times Behind 23 Palms.
ARF870013041 OF ITALY.
one Noble Lord Who Was a Street
Seawsoger, Anotaer
Waiter.
There is an old Venetian adage
which says: "Conte che non coats
noa 00IItA Waite" (A count who
doesn't count (money) &Mal 0011.14
for anything). And this cralcal proPri-
Litton represents fairly well the senti-
ment of the modern Italian.
In that country the general feeling
toward the titled aristosraes la I will
not fey one of con tempt, but at best
of utter. indifference. The leaser sort
of titles are regarded as almoet value-
less, *Ten by their possessors. And
now a new and rising aristocracy, sup-
plied from the ranks of Industry and
commerce, are displacdng the Wellies
of ancient and resounding nam*. the
members of which fall into obricaritY
and at times into fulfilling Nis most
menial oflices.
I hive knoen • case of a noble lord
who followed the Interesting occup•
Clog of a street scavenger. in a cafe
in a certain Italian Lows I was habit-
ually served by a waiter with the title
of count and a name famous in Vene-
tian history. And I am immortally ac•
litigated with a lord of ancient line-
age whose title descended from a fa-
ther engaged in the avocation of rail-
way porter.
In general the aristocracy of Italy
are miserably poor. They make •
brave show, bat behind the splendor
of personal trappings and adornments
there is often the shadow at bans
dwellings and empty cupboards. This.
in Italy, is possible sad may, for in
that country Ws is passed La the sun
and air, and the obligations of hos-
pitality are much lees stringent than
Is England.
The gilded youth of Venice, who, le
Lb. illiteiCAIWO Itabillmeats of a Bean
Bruessen and with miss of herds of
principalities, swagger across the Plas-
m Ban Mama and set the hearts of fair
visitors fluttering with their magnife
mance and majesty, contrive to do all
this on something like three trance •
lay.
The daily turnout in the Corso or on
the Piaci° at Rome has a splendor M-
G* interior to those of the Champs
Elysess or Hyde Park. yet not a few
of the.. languid ladies and gay (lav-
aliere are better acquainted with the
painful yearnings of an unsatisfied
stomach than any British mechanie
regularly earning his £2 a week.
ABOUT THE CHINESE WIFE.
Unwaveringly Constant sad Attea-
tiye to the Comfort of Her
Husband.
The Chinese wife is needy always
constant, chaste and affectionate. Chi-
news sant :tits to ;swell cm the love
a w• has no limit This, saps
the Pilgrim, is why widowhood is
revered and suicide, on the part of
the bereaved woman, !a not 000tternned
In the old chinks It Is because of
this general aohnowledgmont of the
unwavering sonstaacy of wives that
the Ileitis woman is bald up ID lieS.th
Lag Wire In their plays and proverb*.
It is from a Chinese story that Vol-
taire drew his Inspiration tor the tale
of the woman who promised her hue
hand on his death-bed that she would
not marry till his grave was dry, and
was feund next day fanning the mound
to naaten the drying process.
Much of this contentmer.t on the
part of the Chinese woman may, no
doubt, arise from the common Inter-
itet of the husband and wife in the
growing family. You will often see
fathers whecling bans carriages along
the streets, just as you may see old-
er slaters carrying the little fellows
or mothers takeng them on a visit to
their neighbor for a mutual oompeii-
eon of baby ailments and engaging
traits. Until his school •days begin
the little boy does abcut as he pleases,
but as soon as his daeweif study begin
he is put undei very strict discipline
Girl babies are less welcome arrivals
In a family than their little brothers.
espeelally if there be several of them
alreadi Am-ring very pocr people in
timee of famine, girl* are someem a
ante into slavery b• the4r re-eats. both
to reseue the test of iihe (wadi and
the girl& themselves fiom starvation
23 The lot of the slave girl is a hard
one. Sae has none of the rights of a
free woman. But It cught to be adds:I
Aug
KENTUCKIAN LOSES
$esoo OF GOLD BONDS
Wearier an a Kelp Gatherer.
It cisi not' take Webster long so dis-
cover the value of kelp or seaweed as a
Nu-tinier. He varied tons of It upon his
eskeneted land. In aileition, he
rnanureci his land heavily; he eves
spread menhaden on seine portions of
the farm. He was, in fine, a scientific
Never again row errunli emirs on long
i manure. Put that down as one maxim.'—Country Life in Anierita.
John Brown Cottons:reed.
Richmond, Vies Aug. 27.—Bradley One day In 1857, John Brown, the fa-
Skinner of Ktittawa. Ky. tillosled l -',mous abolitionist. rsde up to the Bets-
the notice the loss of a wallet contain- . ton place near Eflinglanm. Atchison
big -$50oo worth of bonds. Mr. Skin- L county. ars! sfer';etrited. fie carried in
ner stopped -over in Richmond and I his hand a switch which be had cut from
•••166•••••••111,
Teachings Which Estee Decome Part
of the Practice in Every
Household.
The work of the Countess Oyama
and other Japanese enema in organ
(sing the hospital service of Tokio and
the various societies for aiding tip
Japanese army is distinguished for its
splendid spirit and its modern meth
od. Anyone who has watched and
admired it, says Youth's Companion
will take up with amused wonder a re
cent book—the translation of the pre
cepts of s. Japanese sage, which tot
generations have been the foundation
of feminine training in Japan.
The book itself is not now much
used, but its teachings have become a
part of the practice of every Japanese
household.
"The worst Infirmities that &Tip,
.the female," says the sage, Kaibars
lekken. "are Indocility, slander, jeal
ousy and Balinese. These infirmitieY
are found in seven or eight out of
every ten women, and from them aris.
the inferiority of women to men."
He boldly puts the doctrine of the
wife's obedience on an impregnable
ground. "Such Is the stupidity oi
woman's character," he says, "that ii
Is incumbent on her in every partia.
ular to distrust herself and obey hes
husband."
The system of rewards and punish-
ment for women aztem's over this life
and the life to crone and maintains an
Ingenious balani v -A woman must
look on her lustiest:1." says Milieus,
"as If be were heaven itself, and Dever
weary of thinking hear she may yield
to her bust," and thus escape *iner-
tial castigation."
Kalbers disaoproves for woman is
diligence in the pleasures of she the-
ater, of music, at wine, esti *Tea el
tea. Curiously enough, be would not
have her very rePsious, and this for
a reason which no Christian would be
likely to guess—• kind of conjugal
tealousy of heaven! "The wife," be
«vs, "mast not enter Into an trrever
Ent familiarity with the gods."
This is a barfly oriental view of
woman's place is the scheme ef thiegs.
Yet as one who knows tee best Jap-
anese women can doubt that. whether
Cecelia* of Kalbara's teachlor. or in
spite of it, they or, • lovely type of
gracious, treacle, vigorous loyal,
act *via& womaahoed. Tt .y may
have beim slaves is the past but they
were always charming slaver. Now
that new Japan is setting nem free,
their liberty has not destroyed their
charm, but enhanced it.
KNEW WHAT HE WANTED.
Lad It Wasn't Anethisq la the
Reading Liao, lint Some-
thing to Eat.
With a brume of Ottawa people who
took in the 'Teepee& state lair the
other day were a visiting missionary
and an aid gentleman who we. very
deaf, and who had never seen a blil
•f fare used In a bowl, relates the
Kansas Citr Journal.
The preacher took occar.in to &e-
tribute a variety of relit! ate trace
In:laugh the softener, and to. old gen
tleatan, being unable to take part is
the eouversetion acquired a collection
of the literature and assiduoual)
perused it throughout the trip. Kt
was fairly well sated with religious
lore on arriving at his dwtinaUon.
The first ears of the litiegry excur-
sionists on reaehleg the ,apital city
was to secure dinner, ac I they re-
paired is a body to one e." the priaci-
pal hotels. The old ger Ionian was
cbviously oat of his CUM It was ova
feat that he was a little bewildered
by the trafamtear usages f • modern
hotel, but ite made his 11..)- with the
others through the fale-tic.e press sad
seieured a seat at one of the tables.
He appeared to be surprised as he
seated himeeff. "'Peers like we're
too early—tbare abet no ',titles on the
table," he remarked to a ocempanfoa.
As be d4dn't hear the reply it is an-
sereseary to repeat it bore.
"Order, sir," perfuostorliy 'irked an
overworked waiter, pausing behind
him and sues- .(ting the printed menu.
kits voice was iaandible to the Man
with the auricular haadieap, who 4On•
teraptuously waved the paper asdrie.
Untried, the knight of the trar
passed on, and shortly had an appie
eying array of viand. &prim) on both
flanks and oppireee to our friend St
unfortunateiy ignorant of the eonyea
tions.
To the teniption of hunger was add.
ei a growing measure of wrath as the
cid main noted tee astonishing few
that everybody is the room but bint•
• appeared to be supplied with food
He began to glare afid, his cendities
I etng suddenly discovered by the head
wditer, that functionary struck the
flag of dignity full hastened to per-
sonally attend to the neglected guest
"Your order, sir!"'
And again a bill of fare was thrust
before the exasperated old gentleman
The latter grasped it and tore it up
Then he roared:
"Blast your infernal tract! I don't
want to read; I want something to
eat!"
Gat Back at Him.
Algerno.n—I lietth that you and
Chtwrence had an altaheation lawst
nignt and he called yeah evahwy-
thing.
Percival—Yaws, but I got even with
him, cleah boy. I called him noth• OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR




a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay












....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is t "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY1
lik
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sieeptng is a ...dr-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all, and hear his musc at feefi S. 4th.
it.. produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machines
from Silo to Sioo put within the reach of the poor as well as the
. wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are Sin. 35c, to in. 6oc. ii in.
$1.00,
We have high class operatic records from %Woo, 62.00, $axe,
tf3. Slece). All the latest leading opera 
ringers from Addalena
ti, Iffracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourete and Gazers and
a great many other celebrated attires of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see teat it Is perfect .We
don't sell second hand machines or records. Every machine is
guaranteed and every reoord is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
needels and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zone.
phone.. I have soo new and latest music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestral pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. m. to to p. m. No pieces played 
twice and we pixy
from 75 to too pieces every night. Remember that you can 
buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will 
take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor sr 
Zonophone
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machine friend
DON GII,BERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF Paducah and don't yen
forget it. 6e6 S. ;tit. St Paducah. Ks'.
ANNOUNCEMENT
of Importance.
DOC GORDON, the new boo k by Mary E. W.Ikins, will be
on sale about September 3rd. This will be one of the greatest
books of the year, and we trim off $1 from the rrOsular $1.5o
price. Our price will be 5o cents and it will be on sale in
Paducah only at our store. VI
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT
Book, Music and Stationery Sellers for the People.
lifetropclitan Ways.
Visiting Sain wimp --Pretty slow
town, this.
itesalent (of Bridgewater)--Oh, not
so (turn slow; the •Oarsegle Ilbre
lee notesubport!•411 solt.
LAWYERS
OFPKES: Benton, Ky., rear banl
Marshall County; Paducah. Kr
Room Ile Fraternity Building.




Rooms 5 and 6 Register I:Wading








































































































WM. . EARST , 
began. After a fe wdays 'Mee Reming-
ton sent this telegiam from Havana:R "'W. R. Hearst, New York Evening
Journal,' btew York: Everything is PEOPLE WHO "NUTT IT' liTHAI
quiet. There is no trouble here. CAMBRA IB WORK.1140.HIS PYROTECHNICAL CAREER There will be no war. I wish to re-
IN BUILDING UP HIS turn. REMINGTON.', 
NEWSPAPERS. I "This was the answer he-gOt:
! "'Remington, Havana: Please re-
main. You furnish the pictures and
I'll furnish the war.
"•W. R. HEARST.'
"The outbreak of the Spanish-
American war found Me. Hearst in a
state of proud ocstacy. Ile had won
his campaign and the McKinley
ministration had been forced into war.
His newspaper broke into a new 'mad-
ness of big type and red-ink appeals
to public passion. He spent $5oo,-
000 above ordinary expenses in cover-
ing the news of the short campaign.
Ile went to Cuba 'himself and made
notes of the fighting under fire. .
"One of the Journal's correspond-
ents was shot down at El Caney. Mr.
....1... , .:1,1e een
and took down his story of the bat-
tle.
"'Lt's fere isnt' tit?' he said, as the
bullets whizzed past his bead. 'I'm
sorry you're hurt, but wasn't it 1,
splendid tight? We iniret beat every
paper in he world.'
"After the sinking of Cerverais
ships by the American fleet Mr.
Heart, who was near at hand, lowered
a steam launch from his own ship—
he had already armed and presented
his yacht to the government—and
ran to the 'Cuban shore, where he
found a party of -surviving bluejack-
et. on the peach Pulling off his
trousers and drawing his revolver,
Mr. Hearst leaped into the surf, drove
his twenty-six prisoners into his
launch, and delivered them 40 On
nearest American warship.
"When Admiral Camara was pre-
paring to move with a powerful fleet
to attack Admiral Dewey in Isiamla
bay, two American monitors, with
to-inch rifles, were steaming across
the Pac:fic to the Philippines. it
was a critical situation. Had Camera.;
fleet reached Memila bay before the
arrival of the 'slew monitors, Dewey
Might have been overwhelmed. In
that exciting and perilous hour Mr.
Hearst sent this remarkable message
to his London representative:
m 'YEW YORK JOURNAL.
" 'W. R. Hearst.
"pear Mr. Creelman: I wish you
WOOk1 at once make preparations so
that hi ewe the Spanish fleet actually
darts for Manila we can buy some
big English steamer at the Eastern
end of the Mediterranean and take her
to some part of the Suez canal, where
we can then sink her and obstruct
the passage of the Spanish war ships.
This must be done if the American
monitors sent from San Francisco
have not reached Dewey and he
should be placed in a critical position
by the approach of Canuira's fleet.
I wnderstand that if a British. vessel
were taken into the canal and sunk
under circumstances outlined above,
the British government would not al-
low her to be blown up to clear a
passage, and it might take time
enough to raise her to put Dewey in
a safe position. Yours very truly.
" 'W. R. Hearst.'
"Camera's fleet entered the Suez
ranal on its way to attack Dewey,
but the sinking of a steamer to ob-
struct the channel was averted by the
abandonment of the expedition and
the return of the. Spanish fleet to the
threeteeed coast of Spain.
"That is a good illustration of Mr.
Hearst's idea of privilege, as well as
the duty of a newepaper. It was a
piece of heartfelt, practical patriotism
combined with a Napoleonic stroke of
advertising. It would have been a
grave breach of international law,
but, nevertheless, a sensation that
even the Journal's contemptuous ri-
vals would have had to notice; and
the whole Country must have ac-
knowledged the service."
RUIN THE PIOTIBRINI4
Promised to Furnish a War For
Remnington anti Sink a Ship
To Aid Dewey.
Janice A. Greeted-an contributes to
.the September number of Pearson's
_Mlagazine a long article upon William
Randolph Hearst, editor of the New
,York Journal and many kindred pa-
pers. Some extracts from the article
-follow:
"William Randolph Hearst wee
.born in San Francisco in 1863, went
to the public schools, and then ea-
t, . d
"He was tall, strong,- pale, smiling,
bashful, but mad for practical jokes.
He was an indifferent student, al-
though he showed ability whenever
he otiose to conoentrate on any sun-
. ject. But he had an incurable levity,
a feverish love for pranks.
"He became the business manager
of the student paper, the Lampoon,
and made money so rapidly that the
students had to have frequent ban-
quets to keep the surplus down.
"When Grover Cleveland was elect-
ed pre'eident, Mr. Hearst hired many
bands of music, bought, wagonloads
of-beer, set off fireworks in all direc-
tions, and raised such a red-blazing,
ear-splitting, rip-roarinf,
racket as to scandalize old Cambridge
and almost cause 'his expulsion from
Harvard It was the first outburst
of that Hearstian geitius for fire-
works, brass bands an4 hurrahing
spectucularity whic hhas 'startled and
entertained the country so many,
many times since.
"An unapprgriated practical jeke re-
sulted in Mr. Hearst's suspension by
the Harvard faculty, and he went hack
to San Francisco a; shy, gentle and
smiling as ever.
"Senator Hearst eyed his tall hatvi
some son gravely, and stroked his
gray heard.
"'My son,' he said, IT assume that
you are not content to live simply as
a rich man's son, but that you %leant to
get out and do something for your-
self.'
" 'That's right, father.'
"'I lhave great ranch ptepdrties
which you might develop"





"What do you want?'
Buys the Examiner.
"'I want the San Francisco Exam-
iner.'
"'Great. God!' cried the senator,
throwing up his hands. 'Haven't I
spent money enough on that paper al-
ready' I took it for a bad debt, and
it s a sure loser. Instead of holding
it for my own son. I've been saving it
Up to give to an enemy.'
"But Mr. Hearst's gay and success-
ful experiellOS IINISISSetr
Lampeen had bitten deeply into his
soul Ile was oorrnly 23 years old,
and, to this adventurous, prank-loving
nature jourualised was an enchanted
playground in which giants and drag-
ons were to he stain ;imply for the
fun of the thing: a Never Never Lend
with pirate's and Indians and fairies;
a wonderful, wonderful rainbow, with
uncounted gold at the other end out.
"In the end Senator Hearst reluc-
tantly surrendered his own judgment
that a newspaper was an interesting
game but a 'dameett poor business,'
and the con became the proprietor
and editor of thp San Francisco Ex-
aminer.
"San Francisco smiled at the notion
that the long-legged, soft-voiced, friv-
olous youth, whose gorgeous cravgts
were the wonder -of the city and
whose personal escapades had pro-
voked theh frowns of even that liber-
al community, was to assume the dig-
nities and responsibilities of editor-
ship. It was a public joke.
"But San Francisco was mistaken.
Mr. Hearst threw himself into the
work of reconsfructing his newspaper
with a vigor:intelligence and courage
that astonished everybody. He
brought to his task a personality hitei-
erto unsuspected. He attacked abuses
prnclaimed radical democracy, intro-
detc'ed a sort of typographical violence
in the make-up of the paper. and
smashed all journalistic traditions
In his effort to arrest public attention. t
The circulation of the examiner in-I
creased by ,leaps and hounds , Mr.;
tlearst stuck to 'his task, working
tari!er than any of his eibordinntes,I
seldom leaving the office before mid-
night. He mode the members of his
staff his chums and showered pre
ents on them. Hie courted, the ap-
plause of the crowd, and invited the
oppoFition of the Rated railroad des.
potism and its alliec. He championed
labor unionism. He even got one of
his women writers to pretend to faint
in the street and be taken in an am-
bulance to the hospital in order to
-tell the story of her terrible experi-
-teneeg giCd expoee the inefficincY and
corruption of the; public bespital ser-
vice.
, Czte the Jot:elle!
'• Then i-retect bought .v
Yorh an agitao .1 •r.iha
goes!
P alinirt0 " Mir r
arfiq4 CDI'l IN • IC.4t1
Slone I lain there awl II:- war
CAN SEND MESSAGES
TO EARTH FROM SKIES.
Youthful Electrical Genius, Rival to,
New York, Aug. n. —In the person
of Thomas R. Arden, a sixteen-year-
old boy living in the Bronx, an elec-
trical genius who gives promise of be-
coming a future Edison, has been dis-
covet-eat Young Arden has invented
an electrical storage coil, several im-
provements on the wireless telegraph
and a means by which baloons can be
kept in communication with the earth
without the use of wire, no matter
how high they may be. Arden de-
clares that a perfectly safe means of
sending 'rne'ssages from the sky has
been discovered by 'him.
Edison, is Discovered.
Reads Like a Story.
A Clark kitssell story hi real life
is reported from New Zealand. ThTo
Taviuni. a Pacific trading steamer, re-
cently arrived , at Auckland with two
menibere of the crew of the Lord
Templeton, a ship voyaging front
Newcastle to Honolulu. They were
Englishmen, and the rest of the crew
were foreigners. Fights and quarrels
among the latter were so frequent and
violent that the Englisihmen found
life on hoard intolerable. So one
night, in mice-Pacific, they seized—. a
small boat and quietly laft. They vis-
ited viriotes elends and were kindly
treated • by the natives. After meny
adventnree they reached Papeete, the
princ pal 1erenr4. treeinie center in the
Par'ee. 711e— wote tl*ert piritee
by the Ts snd Hun to Auck-
land
Beene. Carefully Arranged by Mov-
ing Picture Artists Are Dis-
turbed and Rendered
Useless.
"Our work is sometimes seriously
Interfered with by the buttinskis, and
then again there are times when their
Slamming in helps us," said the man-
ager of a moving picture concern, who
himself frames up the incidents and
supervises the taking of the pictures.
"It is impossible to guard against the
folks with the butting-in habit, for
when they see anything unusual com-
ing off on the street or in any public
place their natural busybody instinct
Lakes hold of them, and they're bound
to nudge up and take a hand in the
nroe seri in es.
-Use: in Trenton a few weeks ago
I axed up a horsewhipping scene.
The first part of the set was easy
enough to get It was a scene in •
restaurant, in which a pretty girl,
seated at a table a little distance away
from another table at which a frolic-
some man with a homely wife is din
hag, falls to making goo-goo eyes at
the man.
"The second scene, in which I ar
ranged to have the horsewhipping take
place, took place outside the restan
rant. We'd got pclice permission to
take the pictures, and had two to
three men stationed in front of the
restaurant to keep the crowd back
while the phony horsewhipping was in
progress.
"When everything was all set and
the machine was snapping away at the
homely wife laying the lash across
the taco and shoulders of the flirta-
tious girl—the lash looked like rattan,
but it Was a phony, and didn't hurt
at all—our troubles began.
'Tim a big vanniean of a man
slammed in and grabbed my homely
woman by her lash-wielding arm,
bawling that be didn't believe in see
tug no woman stinging another worn'
an like that, and that queered one set
of films. The machine had to be
stopped while the big buttinski wae
bfing Informed that the thing was
orly a tableau, and that he didn't
belong to the picture.
"Ile took the gibes of the crowd sour-
ly, at that, and looked to be in so
much of a mind to kick our gear to
Ipieces that I had to get a cop to walk
h!in down the street.
I "When we got all set again and the
'horsewhipping of the flirtatious girl
t wits once mo-e going on a scrawny
h:_tchet-faced woman, who had just
icined the outer circle of the crowd,
ar d who wasn't up to what was cone
!re off, rushed into the scene with
'shriek, grabbed my two acting women
by the hair, and Warted in to rough
I house them both for their 'indecency
In dittoing on the street,' as she yelled
at them. The machine had to be
'stopped again.
"The incident as I had rimmed It
ar didn't call for anything like that
had It arranged that after the whip
ping bad proceeded for • space the
gellty husband of the homely wife
I was to rush in and attempt to mgstate the two women, when his wife
ens to turn on him with the lash, eau,
fag him' to skiddoo down the street
The girl with the goo-goo eyes was to
seize the whip from the other wean-
an's hands and --Art in to get hunb
for the euttin• she'd received, the
scene ending that way."
DETHRONING OF ALCOHOL
Being Brought About by the Mod.
ern Spirit of Scientific
Bessereh
Another potent factor in the dethroa
big of alcohol has been the spirit od
scientific research of recent years, say,1 
an Open Letter, in Century. In the
great laboratories scientists have bees
carefully studying the effects of atop
belie liquors upen the various organs
of the body, and, although they differ is
their conclusions upon some points, the
result is that those physicians who have
most closely followed these investiga
Mu, have, almost or entirely, abjured
alcoholics as a necessary part of the!,
therapeuUe outfit. These elaborate
studies of alcohol have convinced many
that the nourishing and strengthening
properties formerly ascribed to alcohol-
ics existed only in the imagination, and
belong to the errors of an age which had
no facilities for accurate observation
The food qualities of tee grains and
fruits; it is now believed by many au-
Moieties, are destroyed in the process of
making alcoholic drinks. Even the
stimulating qualities ascribed to alcohol
are denied by many, who class it among
the narcotics because of its depressant
effect.
When Genie Was Cheap in Kansas.
Even as late as 1886 and 1867 veni-
son was as cheap as beef in the fall
the choicest cats selling for 12% cent'
a pound, while wild turkeys could be
had for 76 cents each when tame tur-
keys no larger sold for a dollar. Brant
gr wild were bard ,to get rid of,
is ne =Mod their meat. Thee*
was little Oohing, not nearly so geed
as now, and the fish were nearly all
peroh or eat. The fine herd of 200
bead of deer to Uncle Joe Lewis' doer
park came from • pair he canght lit
the early dart sod pets: e_ In a
pasture lot—Anthony Repuhdeun.
Swage Salt Nankin.
Aireng the antral part of the Mega
stew there are a number cr oat
meribee. The Attires' dig
hetes in thaw wherres Mane eremite
Of hot water which, en being eVap
eratia. loam a ~lees el matt
THE WOODEN WOMAN.
HOW SOME PEOPLE LEARNED
HER THOUGHTS.
BY L L PRIRDILLN.
The occupants of the other apart
91411,3 teeement called her "the
The expreszion on
her.ace. viL..a never changed, was
wooueef , even when she moved
about elle seemed to be carved out 01
wc"*In the simmer when the weathes
was pleasant she sat outside on the
stops, her hands folded in her lap, as if
she saw clothing of the life that was, go.
!mg on around her, as if she were com-
pletely absorbed by nomethIng that
wise going on In last mind—her mind that
everybody thought was as vacant as the
stare in her eyes.
Whenever the weather was unplassan
or cold she sat in her kitchen with her
hands folded in her lap, the same vacant
stared* her big, calm eyes.. This kitchen
Itself was a dark, windowless room, eu1
off from all light by the surroundlee
walls, but she kept it scrupulously clean,
and somehow it wore a cheerful air
even though she was forced to keep the
lents) burning there by day as well as by
eight in order to see.
Moreover, this kitchen contained 4
hand-made, band-carved, cupboard—.
filled with old china that sparkled like
polished brass—in which she seemed
to take a particular delight, for her va-
cant stare was always turned toward it
as If it were filled with associations of
happier days instead of plates and
women Over the cupboard a clock
ticked away—ticked away like her own
life, monotonously, without the slight.
eat varieties, but with a certain ma-
chine-like tranquillity and content.
It the dock and Mrs. Kitkwood were
to change places," said one of her neigh-
bors to another, "I deal think elates
would know it."
The wooden woman had lived in the
tenement for nearly a year wad she WU
never known to say more than "good
morning" or "good night" to anybody,
not even to her two roomers, who nos: ei
attempted to break in on her reserve,
sppreciating the tact that they had a
landlady who neverinterfered with tbell
privacy If people talked to her she
listened with the fixed, vacant expres-
sion of the deaf, as if she hadn't heard,
nodded salt she understood, but gave no
Once a prying visitor offered to buy
her cupboard—a proposition that actual-
ly shocked the wooden woman into life;
for she changed color, moved her hands
up to her recess if to ward off a blow ana
said plaintively: "Sell my cupboard!
How can I? My husband made It!'
"Your husband is a carpenter, then?"
asked the visitor.
"Yes, a carpenter and a sailor."
"Where is he now?"
The wooden woman let the quesUos
pass unanswered, her bands folded in
her lap, hs:r eyes closed as if by speak-
ing she had we:emitted a cardinal ale
mai as if :'hr were rill appslled by the
losod of her own voice.
One da,7 the owner of the tenement
bired the weouen woman, who was very
otter, to do some acruLeing tor bun
another building that Le oweed In the
neighoorhood. Bat sLe had tuaretiy
• tj 41:" Lase leas over-
come by the fear that her oxneers
retuen uJuae 11. ehe Lefsec age
did an.1 not Led ma beil lalep
So she rushed bade to hr kitcheu mo—
tet there all day, with Iasi- lauds folded,
is.m.ening to the titlk of the remoraelca
clock.
Whene.-er also left hes home. wherevc.
,ho stepped OLtsi%le of the circle ti
batit hei drawn mouth! her au
ant' Lwhich. it had exrd tEr. as
- 6u1 IIIRou6n
panic-stricken. us lost ea it she had toe:
removed i.eyosd the 1,e...ers of civilize.
Lion and dropped ic•Lie heart of an Airi
can jurogie.
When the spring came the testment
was surpr.scil one day to hear the rotted
of a woman's voice talking tlithely
gtyly in !sirs. Kirkwoode epartrneet
Whan that same voice burst Into ray
turous song (ha tenement :sus all
lahntent. Bat. how caa °Lc cil,:its3 Cos
tenement's amazement when it came tc
recognize that the voine etecreed tc
nee e other than Mrs. K:rhwood het eelf1
If el she gone cram,?
Mtn. Kirkwoodet roozners set the fears
af the tenement at ri.tt; the wcoslen
;eornan's had crone eome ureg
neetee:y late the night belote, ned his
wa.; su;remely, letti.restaly Lbp-
f—nic thing more.
A teee.ieeee 'e'er:se:0es were talsed
Informant. lia.: this Klitwood bun In
Alasi.h? HA he rnsche his fortune
:.a-ref Had he beer in leiLa? S's as he
eoing to remain in Amerim or Co trtck
with his wife whence he had come? The
roomer shruggil his shc deriar
'rig he knew nothing about the matter.
Mrs. Kirkwood was rarely at home
now. She was trotting about with her
husband day and night, to the theaters,
to the restaurants, downtown on ers
rands, to the North side en visits, whers
ever he had • mind to take her, and he
seemed to have a mind to take her every.
where. The wooden woman was as
completely transformed as if 30 year*
had been suddenly subtracted from has
age and she had been restored to hell
girlhood.
Then one Sae day the tenement
learned from the reomer thgt tee hue.
band had gone to parts unklows.
CI radially Mre. Whetwood was *angst
hack into wooden woman. He
a. YR oisass0; her, laughter became
fewer anti lower, then it died &wily
altogether; ehe spoke lees and lees,
then not at all. She sat in bee
clean, windowless kitchen the. Itva
long day. with halide folded, the
can, .'ere in ter eyes.
l• tenement no longer wonders
That else la thinking or toward
es • •-ult stare In her big. calm




You cannot find a single tooth t
brush in all our stock which
is, not a good brush.
We Guarantee
every tooth brush we seell to
give satisfaction. If one should
pass our examination with
some flaw undetected we ask
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it back and either let
tie give you a new one for it







EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.








Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this season
than ever. Your will be de-
lighted with our display of
Belt-pins and buckles, Hair
Ornaments, in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card Cases
and Purses. We are
showing all od the
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pada.
Ct eonipsny—the cheapest and bee
oet of Padocalerxclif at011
s8Inn For the Round itip toUU Tennessee river& rat;
It is a trip of pleasure, COMM
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roe,ms, etc. Boats leave eaAt
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m





Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00t
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, ping
of five or over $o5o each, without
weals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
urther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen, Pass. Agent
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We are authorized to announce
D. A. CROSS
as a candidate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah; subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, September
20.
We are authorized to announce
ED H. PURYEAR.
es a candidate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah; subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, September
20.
Tuesday Morning, August 28, 19°6.
The Failure to Make Arrests.
While the people of Paducah are
censuling the police force for failing
to unearth 'and. arrest those respon
sible for a mysterious murder in this
city, they should reflect a moment as
to the risk the officers may run un-
less they have possitive proof of the
guilt of those whom them may sus-
pect. Those murderers should be ap-
prehended and brought to justice, and
no doubt the police are as anxious
as anyone to see the culprits behind
the bars, but the public should not
blame the police department for not
acting hastily in the matter.
The public should remember that
the city of 'Paducah and a number
of police 'officers have been made to
suffer in the past year or two by the
wholesale lawsuits instituted against
them by an attorney, one J. Mark
Worten. The police hav.e..peen sued
right and left by this f low for some
of the men whom :have arrested
in the past. All of the suits against
the city, amounting-WY-over $600,000,
were won by the city, yet the city, in
cost and attorneys' fees, had to pay
out $1,500epiasopt0t.pf snits brought
against it by J. Mark Worthen..-Eve:-y
one of the suits he 'brought against
the police officers that have been tried
have been lost by him, yet those po-
lice officees and their bondsmen were
forced to employ attorfteys at a cost
of hundreds of dollars to defend those
suits. Only this month the city paid
the costs in the notorious drain gang
suits that Worten brought eta& lost,
and the general council ordered the
city solicitor to bring suit *spinet
Worten for malicious prosieUtion. It
can be prov,en that Women sent out
letters to ex-chain gang prisoners and
solicited the bringing of those notor:-
ous suits, which, if hoshadi won, would
'have bankrupted the y.
tWhen'lcrni-1-en -Sem to sue the
police officers the Register predicted
that such acts on his part woold in-
timidate the police and destroy their
usefulnees.' That no /policeman could
afford to lure lawyers to defend such
dirty and contemptible lawsuits; that
'companies and individuals would re-
fuse to go on the bonds of police offi-
cers. Our prediciton has come
true and the police are in .a close
place. The company on a number
of the bonds had to defend some of
those worthies.; suits, and. inadoing
so had to pay out feoo in attorney s
fees, so we understand, or more than
it received in premiums on the bonds.
Now that company has notified-
city that it must be released from
the bonds, a; it cannot afford to be
hiring lawyers every court -to ail-
swer the suits brought againstlre
officers for arresting people. ThCo-
lice Pre having difficulty in .getitse,
new bondsmen, for no one wishes to
he placed where they will likely be
sued by Worten or any other lawyer
.• -because the police make an are-t.
The law requires the police to give a
bond, and if they cannot furnish a
hend the city will be without pekoes,•
Those suits brought by Worten
were' argely responsible for the Obi
lie: I:eing so indifferent about making
-bluffed the police, became bolder 104
bold'er, until now Peducak is getting
the full benefit of a...reign of lawless-
ness.
Worten has a license to practice
law, and it does not cost him siny-
thing to solicit and bring suits agaiest
the city, elle police officers or others.
If he wins, he gets half; if he loses,
he is only out his time, but those he
sues have to pay out hundreds of dol-
lars in lawyers' fees and costs. There-
fore, before blaming the police for not
-making arrests on circumstantial evi-
dence, consider the risk they might
run of being sued, and then put your-
self in the other fellow's place and
see if you would not be inclined to
go a little slow.
The Sale of Franchises.
Sortie weeks ago the Register urged
that the city of Paducah cease selling
or giving away street railway fran-
chises piecemeal, lint to look over tshe
city and select such streets as the
general council might deem neces-
sary over which to sell a franchise.
and put it all up at once so as to get
a good price for it. By putting up a
gs000d-sized franchise the city would
attract other bidders and get the ben-
efit of competition. The traction com-
pany is ;working a slick scheme on
the city by asking for a franchise for
a few blocks only at .a time. By such
a procedure the company shuts out
competition, and, instead of the city
'making the franchises end, at the
same time, the company, by owning
pieces of franchise, will keep other
companies from coming in the field
when the first franchise runs out, sev-
enteen years from now; for at that
time the outlying connections will
have a few more years to run and
cannot be sold at the time the main
franchise expires. This virtually gives
the traction company a perpetual
franclbie.
Louisville is itiliting the same ex-
perience as Paciderhicastil :he Evening
Poi: of esterday, in diseu;!ing the
subject, says:
"Colonel Remitted H. Young wants
the city to give away its streets to
any promoter who asks for them, and
is inclined to believe that under the
constitution with which Colonel
Young had so much to do—the city
is forbidden to sell these very valu-
able franohises.
"With Colonel Young's proposition
to welcome all railroads we have
hearty sympathy. We wish the city
had retained control of all its streets;
-had built terminals of its own, and
that it were free to give or sell at a
reasonable price terminal privileges '0
all railroads, steam and electric.
rail-
road, 
"But, inswattit y the past, we'
hope the give to any
steam or electric, the exclusive
use of any street for and purpose.
"By the constitution it 'may' grant
the use of streets to 'trunk lines' with
out compensation, and for a longer
-term than twenty years; but there is
no law nor constitutional requirement
which 1,-events the general council
from subjecting the trunk lines to the
same requirements imposed on street
car lines, pipe lines, gas, water or
heating companies.
"Section 164 requires the general
council to sell at aurrction all its fran-
chises. The exception exempts 'a
trunk railway' front this requirement,
but it leaves the general costacil free
to exact it.
"But, Colonel Young says, let us
give to anyone who asks it the use
of these 'streets, in order to encourage
railway building.
"Let us see how this operates.
Louisville has given to the traction
company the use of Green street.
The Pewee Valley line pays to the
traction line $6o,coo annually for the
use of this Green street line, a por-
tion of which ought to go into the
-city treasury.
""Again, some shrewd promoters
haw< had as a free gift the right to
use certain streets, which it is said
they sold to another railroad for $30,-
00o.
"Another act of generosity was used
to delay the building of another inter-
urban line into Louisville, and stands
today as an unused dbetruction to the
city's progress.
"The city-of Louisville should sell,
not by piecemeal. but a,s a whole, the
right to use ;certain connecting streets
so as to give *5 a new cast and west,
north and south traction line compre-
hensive enough to give us competi-
tion in tractions. It should retain the
right to allow the use of these tracks
by interurban lines, and it should. now
begin a policy of in time controlling
all of its streets for the benefits of all
its citizens.
"By offering to pay for a franchica
about to be given away, Mr. Newman
hag done the city a good service.
The, objection to the sale will not
stand examinetion. The beggars who
want it foe nothing expect to sell it..
I.et- the city sell it instead.
"Moreover, let the city stop selling
Ilt,firt pieces of streets for which the
traction company will be the only bid-
der. When it comes to opening up
arrests, and the criminal class of the Oak street let it join, with otber
city, knowing that the lawsuits had streets and make the franchise val-
uable to other bidders.
; "Let us stop being generous and be-
gin to be just."
Citizens generally, not sapheads
;know that the city government is di-
vided into three departments—the
legislative, the executive and the ju-
dicial—each separate and distinct; no
one branch of which can lawfully ex-
ercise the functions belonging to the
other, no one department being in
anywise responsible for the acts of the
other, each created by the same pow-
er and are co-ordinate; neither of
which is subordinate to the other.
The mayor arid his boards consti-
tute the executive department, in the
conduct of which neither the -sanction
or noasanction of the-lagislatiiiie.de-
Dann-rent is essential. The meral
council legislates -aud fixes theslimit
of expenditures; the mayor and his
boards execute and administer the af-
fairs of the city.
A Texas man, writing to the May-
field Miessenger. regarding the candi-
dacy of a Kentuckian, makes the fol-
lowing sad announcement:
"I am a Popunst, died in the wool,
but I will be proud to vote for Mr.
  for that position, so will all
this section of Texas."
Wool is a warm substance to die
in this time of the year, but, as
the gentleman intends voting for the
candidate anyhow. it is hoped the




Mr. Bryan properly objected to
Sullivan because of els "corporate
connections." But Sullivan, we re-
peat, is not alone. Consider Guffey.
He' is a political man-of-all-work for
the Standard Oil trust and a helper
'of the Republican machine of Penn-
sylvan'ia, doing it for such dirty poli-
tical jobs as even it would not soi
its hands with.
Consder also John C. McGraw
When he appears at the state capitol
of West Virginia it is at once known
that the coal and railroad trusts are
out for business with the legislators.
He, like Gucey, is but an assistant
Repubrican, a veteran aid of the
Elkins gang.
Urey Woodson of Kentucky. too,
secretary of the national committee.
He is an asset of the Louisville dc
Nashville railroad and an obedient
protege of August Belmont.
Ellyson of Virginia is a sort of
political brakeman and oiler forjhe
Southern railway. • W •
What right have men 1111416‘
to he on the national corn
How can they remain there without
shamefully discrediting the party?
Above all, when "corporate cop-
nections" are in question. Why shroud
August Belmont be tolerated as
treasurer of the committee? Bel-
mont American agent of the ROMs-
childs, franchise grabber, street rail-
road monopolist leg slative jobber
and, next to Thomas F. Ryan, the
most conspicuous member of New
York's Plunderbund—his name has
become synonymous throughout the
United States witbtrust thievery and
trust .politics. He represents "cor-
porate connections" as irressitible ts
does J. P:erpont Morgan or John D.
Rockefeller himself. It was he who
was mainly responsible for loading
Parker upon the Democracy two
years ago and insuring it a defeat, the
like of which has never been matched
in American history. And it is fro*"
Belmont's office, where only trust at-
mosphere is breathed, that the "de
mand" for the gubernatorial can-
didacy of fthe played-out and ridicul-
ous Jerome now comes. The iBel-
mont connection with the national
committee and the Democrat c organ-
izatien influences teh prospects of the
party -exactly as typhoid germs in a
city's water supply affect the health
of a community.
How can the Democratic party ask
the people to believe that it is en
enemy of corporate ru'e corporate
corruption and corporate pillage when
it is officered in part by men like
Taggart. Belmont, Sullivan, McGraw,
Woodson, Guffey and Ellyson?
Mr. Bryan is entirely right in think-
ing that the national committee
should declined to unload Sellf;ari.




The stock argument of the Repub-
beans when confronted with the
iniquity of the present protective
tariff is found in the one - word,
"prosperity." -
"Why should American manttfac-
tutees be permitted to sell Americau
made goods higher at home than the
same goods are sold for abroad?"
is one question Democracy asks.
The unfailing answer is "Is not the
country prosperous? Then why
change the tariff?"
Bringing this argument nearer
home suppose the lighting company
414, had returned such an answer when
it was asked to lower rates. F • ,
Old- Grimes was no stock maraket
vulture. He did not manipulate quo-
tations and conditions in such a way
as to drive others to the poorhouse,
the madhouse or the suicide's gene^.
while he luxuriated in his plunder. No.
sired f it is doubtful wleether he ever
gambled in Wail strtet for—
"His worldly woods he never threw
in trust to fortune's chances;
hie lived (as all his; brothers dol
In easy circumstances."
Behold, he lived a righteous. rodlv
yefier Hfe, and yet, illespite his
he die4 popular, respected,
Odmired,
"TT, mdfcturbed h, anxious cares.
His peaceful moments ran;
And every-body Raid' he was
A fine old gentleman."
'A "fine old gentleman'!" This tyres
rapidly becoming scarce. V V ‘.
ought to have a renascence of if.
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the comgany saying: "Is" not Mem-
phis ,proillgi'aus (wbch it undoubt-
Aly was, as it is now). Then why
yower the price of gas and electric-
ity?" A good argument certainly for
those receiving unearned profits, but
hardly one capable of impressing the
people w th its merits.
Besides. the United States is not
the only country experiencing pros-
perity. England is enjoying quite a
degree of this good thing. Germany
is not one whit behind this country,
and France is tasting prosperity in
copious doses.
Has the Dingley bill been at the
bottom of the prosperity of these
countries Does Dingleyism add one
grain to their full hoppers? Not
much. No more has it been the
factor responsible for our prosperity.
American enterprise and American
business ought to rise up and kick
th's Republican fallacy out of their
path. American prosperity is due to
American opportunity and the virtues
and energies of the American peo-
ple. To attribute it to any other
human source is an insult to the
American people and their powess,
and the party thus robbing the peo-
ple of the merit of their prosperity to
give honors to a system which picks
their pockets is doubly deserving of
being retired from the control of
American affairs.
To Criminal Rich and "Old Grimes."
(Louisville Cotstrier-Vburnal.)
Lamenting the habit of society se
tolerating the "criminal rich" an
pleading for a return of the "old mor-
al code„" the New York Sun says:
"If society would refuse to 'know'
men of known flagitious lives and of
established evil reputation; if it
would drop than from its visiting list,
cut them in the street and avoid them
at the club; if otherwise reputable and
unbestnirched men would refuse to
serve with them on the directorates
of corporations or on vestries or in all
honorary associations, then we should
see a very different state of affairs."
Indeed, just so wholesome a pubiic
opinion as this is needed—this, aid
a few more Old Grimeses:
"Old Grimes is dead; that good old
man
we never shall see no more;
He used to wear a long, black coat
All buttoned up before.
'His heart was open as the ,!ny.
His feelings all were true:
His hair was some inclined to gray.
He wore it in a queue.
"Where:seer he hear the voice of pain,
;His breast with pity burned;
The large round head upon hi i cane
from ivory was turned;
"Kind words he ever had for all:
file knew no base design:
His eyes were dark and rather small;
Ifis nose vere acquilline.
Be *ad at peace with all mankind.
In friendship he was true -
'His coat had pocket holes helund.
Ilia pantaloons were blue."
Old Grimes was a man for yon
He was no member of the "criminal
rich" class. He was a splendid - type
of the old-school liver. He was clean
of hands, honest of impulse, chari-
table and virtue-loving. lie was a
friend to everybody and everybody
was his friend. He was ti it in ter-
ror every time the grand jury met,
fearing an indictment, for his sense
of right anti wrong was no. governed
by the statute book. tt" -ong was
wrong to him, no matte- what the
law said. In the words o; the poet:
"Unharmed, the sirs which earth pol-
lutes
He passed securely o'er.
And never wore a pair of 's'iots
For thirty years or rum- '.
"But good old Grimes is nhw at rest,
Nor feors misfortune's frown;
'He wore a double-breasted vest;
The stripes ran up and down. ..
"He modest merit sought to find,
Anti pay it iti desert:
1-re had no malice in his mind,
No ruffles on his shirt
"His neighbors he did not abuse,
Was sociable and gay;
He wore lame buckles on his shoe*,
And changed them every day.
''His knowledge. hid from 'public gaze,
lie did not bring to view--
Nor maVe a noise, town-meeting days,
As many people do"
purchased no lawmakers,• judges and
juries; true, he left no gigantic physi-
cal monument -to his activities and
money-snaking shrewdness. But he
left behind loving hearts, and day
count. He also left ;behind a poet to
mourn him, in simple but everlasting
verses. Old Grimes, then, lived I life




The nation is prosperous, says
Speaker Cannon, and therefore the
tariff must not be revised. Or, to ap-
ply the same argument nearer home.
Kansas City is prosperous, therefore
there is no need for cheap gas,
NEEDLE OVER HEART.
Large Piece Removed From Breast
of Massac Boy.
A large p ece of a needle was re-
moved from the breast of Aubrey
9pringer of Massac, at the Riverside
hospital Saturday night. The needle
was plunged in Springer's breast
Saturday during a scuffle with a
friend. The needle penetrated very
close to the heart.
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Also to Asheville, Hendersonville,,
Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot biotin1
and many other resorts in the "Land
of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire`
country of Western North Carolina,
offering a high altitude, bracing
cl.mate, pictutesque mountain scenery
and splendid hotels.
Send two cent stamp for "Land off
the Sky" booklet and other hands
somely illustrated literature.
5. F LOGAN, Tray. Pees. Agent,
Lexington, Ky.
a
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. PAM
Agent, Louisville, KY.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Genl. Paw







We handle all the finest and dame-
sit articles with the utmost cam













to make it fashionable or "swell" to Office with Dr. Riven & Rivers, toll Gray's BnEet,be. Rke old Grimes True, Old Geltnest North Fifth. Both noose 355.I Palmer House Bar. •












Rev. Thomas J. Newell, pastor of
.Broadway Mlethodist Church, an-
flounced as the subject of his sermon
Sunday "Child Life," and selected as
his text: "Except ye be converted and
become as little children ye shall not
enter into the kingdom of God, and
whosoever shall offend one of these
littles ones it were better for him
that a millstone were: banded about
his neck and he were drowned in the
• depths of the sea." He spoke, in part,
as follows:
• Christ's Teaching.
"In this free Christian land strange
paradoxes of precept and conduct con-
front us every day. Jesus Christ put
a value on child life never before put
upon it by an teacher or philosopher
of any realm, and through nineteen-
hundred centuries nothing of good
has been added to what he taught, but
in thesmidst of Christian civilization
we find a tax levied upon the tender
• years of child life nowhere surpassed
in any age.
"Let no one misconstrue me. The
value 'put upon child life by the true
followers of Christ is pre-eminently
• above that of any other people en
earth. The ancient Roman parents
opently and frequently killed or ex-
posed unwelcome children, to be de-
stroyed by wild beasts or taken by
heartless men and reared as slaves.
Many of them were taken and nested,
that they might he used as a plea
in begging, and girls were reamed for
lives of, shame. The rich rarelY ex-
posed their sons, except they were
weak or crippled. Even Senlica 'de-
fended this pracsice in these words:
'Children of weak or unnatural forms
from birth were dorwned; it is not
anger, hut reason thus we separate
lbe useless from the sound.'
"No doubt there are in America
those who agree with Senaca; but
Christianity. which puts value on mind
and soul as well as body, saves. alive
• even its deformed children. Byron
was club-footed, Sameul Jefferson dis-
figured, Sir Isaac Newton might have
• been put in a quart pot when horn,
Charles Sumner weighed at birth but
three and one-half pounds, Pope Lord
Nelson. Washington Irving and many
htmdreds of others . whoa' the world
delights to honor were saved by Choi-
tianity to bless mankind; they would
have been sacrificed by Seneca and his
civilization, and, indeed by an civili-
zation other than Christianity.
"The loftiest sentiments that have
burned in any human heart in any
age and in any land. Were bOrn in
Christian faith and hope. Let no man
or set of men suppose for a moment
that they are in advance of the king-
dom of Jesus Christ in their interest
in the child life of our people.
Conditions.
"The laws of the land, that have
been enacted for the protection of
child life, have had their beginning'
in the Christian organizations of our
country. `VW
"Yet. as I said, everywhere we
net paradoxes of precept and coin -
duct We are told of an Indian chief
who wa shown the ways and won-
ders of New York city. He saw the
cathedrals the !splendid skyscrapers,







NOW COVETED BY STANDARD
OIL COMPANY. IT IS
SAID.
Ng Corporation Has Asked Owners




lyn bridge and the thousand wonders
of the great city. Then he was asked,
'What is the most surprising thing
you have seen?' and this poor pagan
said, ' Little children at work.'
"In nineteen hundred there were
one million seven 'hundred thousand
children at work in the factories, cel-
lars and garrets of this free America.
Today, from the best authority we can
find, this number has reaohed two
million. They work from ten to four-
teen hours per day. Under conditions
of atmosphere ,of light and of heat
that rob them out their vitality and
send them to an early grave. The
averaggslife 'of these laboring c'hildren
is four ears from the time of their
introd ion to such life. Mlany of
sham gin to .labor when not more
than thke and one-halt years old, and
such I them ,as escape death are
reibibe s of their physical strength,
their epportunities for mental and
moral culture---all the hope and joy
that legitimately belongs. to child life.
They receive the poorest possible
compensation. Children make paper
bags in the city of New York for
four cents per thousand, or two hun-
dred and fifty for a penby; they are
paid eight cents per gross for artificial
flowers, and thirty cents per dozen are
paid for making men's shorts. This
gives you some idea of the compen-
sation these poor enslaved children re-
ceive. We need not go into the far
north to find these slave conditions;
they are among us in our fair souh-
land.
"Edwin Markham, author of 'The
Men with a Hoe,' says:. 'Bat not
alone upon the south lies the blame
of these southern human hells; many
of the mills of the south are owned
by New England capitalists, the ma-
chinery having been removed from
the north to south so as to be nearer,
the cotton fieidsi, nearer the watt*
power and nearer the cheaper labor
of these baby fingers. • • • It was
the New England shipper's greed for
gold, at any cost, who carried the
black man to the south, planting the
tree of slavery in her soil; and now it
is the northern money-lover who is
grafting upon our civilization dais new
and more terrible white slavery.
South Carolina weaves cotton that
Massachusetts may wear silk.'
"But let us come nearer home.
Herein our own little city, ' on
the banks of the beautiful-
same child labor may be found rob-
bing hundreds of children4Lthat
is dear for time and ete .4 *6
hind every effect there itelotwasse; we
have come to know that there is a
cause for this blight and curse levisd
upon rhild life. I would not for a
moment even seem to paliate the
greed and heastlesa domination_ of
corporations, compiniea or individ-
nal% who ofttimes seem willing to add
to their individual dividends at any
cost o flife or suffering.
Ca uses.
"Rut w4iy are these Thildren em-
ployed by them and why is neces-
sary for these children to tfflis toil?
From the hest information I can
gather here and elsewhere, three-
(Continued on Page Seven.)
to build distilling houses of their
own
The chief reason for this action on
the part of the Standard Oil Company
Was the recent passage of the alcohol
bill by congress. Experts employed
by the Rockefeller interests, after ex-
perimenting, reported that their prod-
uct cannOt be manufactured cheaply
enough to make it a serious conspeti-
used in (he manufacture of mercerized
tor of gasoline, but that it could be
cotton and other fabrics and won:d
be an exetremely favorable product
to control.
Chicago. Aug. 27.—The Standard Report Confirmed.
Oil Company has taken steps toward Terre Hante, Ind., Aug. 27.—Terreacquiring ownership of all he princi- Haute distillers returned today frompal distilling plants in the United Chicarn. where .the monthly meetingStates. accordino to a %petal dispatth of both trust and independent di' fromPeoria to the Tribune. tillers was held. It is statedp by localA conference was hekl Friday last awncrs of distilleries that attorneysin Chicago between representatives of for the Standard Oil Company havethe distilling interests ithe Stand- approached !he distillers, asking themard Oil Company. A price has been if they would entertain a .proposition*et on every distillery in Peoria, and to buy their plants. Practically- allindications are thin a. Nfgal Will be have replied' in the affirmative.effected and the plants will pass into It is the opinion of distillers herethe hands of the Standasii. soon. It that the Standard made the overturesis said that the price asked was 7.in- with the probable intention of en-sidered too high by the Standard Oil gaging largely in the manufacture ofpeople, and the laittrAhreatened, if denaturized alcohol. Al the Chicagosuitable terms could not be reached, ineeting it was the general opinion
that the outlook is favorable for
increase of business of 20 per
this fall and winter.
DEPOSITOR LOSES REASON
Johann Kindler Latest Victim of the
Stensland Crash.
Chicago, Aug. 27.—Another man
has lost his reason because of the
failure of the Milwaukee Avenue
State Bank. Johann Kindler, 18 years
o fage. became vio:ent on an Ashland
avenue street car yesterday afternoon
and could not be quieted. He threat-
ened the passengers and then threat-
ened himself. When the car reached
'Clark and Washington streets Police-
man Dyck was summoned and' Kin-
dler was placed under arrest.
Kindler is the victim of the same
power Paul 0. Stensland wielded, over
thousand's of ocer persons on the
nosihwest side. 3%, hen Kindler catve
to this country he was a youth who
had scarcely reached his teens. There
was no one to support bins however.
and he obtained employment in a
furniture factory. He was industri-
ous and frugal and managed to save
a few penries every week. These he
earried to the bank presided over by
Stensland and' when Kindler lost his




Clubs. Won. Lost. P.n,
Vincennes  58 44 .607
Cairo  •   63 52 548
Jacksonville  59 54 .522
Paducah  55 58 -487
Danville  51 64 •443
Mattoon  44 70 •386
Sunday's Scores.
Cairo 8, Jacksonville o.






Danville Shuts Paducah Out.
Danville, Ill., Aug. 27.—The In-
dians had a bad second inning. The
Vets made two runs on errors. Lo-
cals bunohed their hits in fifth inning,
making another run.
Score: R. H,.
Danville    3 7 2
Paducah  o 3 3
Batteries. 'fisslycross and Johnson;
Wright and Dosvning.
Vincennes 5, Mattoon o.
Vincennes, Ind., Aug. 27.—Vin-
cennes shut Mattoon out today.
Score: R. H. F.-
Mattoon  o 3 7
Vincennes  5 4 3
Batteries: Jokerst and Johnson;
Chenault and Matteson
Cairo 7, Jacksonville 4.
Jacksonville, Ill Aug. 27.—Cairo
won today's game.
Score: R. H. I:-
Cairo  7 9 3
Jacksonville  4 to 6
Batteries: Way and Quiesser; Fox
and Belt.
Dr. 'Reynolds has moved from his
office in the Fraternity building to
offices over Riley & Cook, the pho-
tographers, on South Sixth, near
Broadway.
Baker-Deason.
Sylva, Tenn., Aug. 27.—Mr. Will
Baker, of Edgewood, Tenn., and Miss
Isionie Deason of this place were mar-
ritd Friday at the home of the bride.
Esquire M. Thompson officiating.
Smallpox in Mild Form.
Dover, Tenn., Aug. 27.—At and
near Model, about fifteen miles of
this place, in this county, there are
at-out forty eases of .-mallpox, it be-
ing, hcarever, of a mild form.
Why Teacher Laughed.
Little Sallie came home from
school full of indignation, says the
New Orleans Picayune. She is only
5 years od, but she was full of "mad"
as her I ttle body would hold.
"Mamma," shc said. "I think the
teacher was real nice to me."
"Why, what has she done?"
• "She laughed at sue—laughed right
Catt loud."
"I guess you did something to
Make her lahgh."
"No I didn't do anything."
'Whell. how did it happen?"
"It was in the geography class, and
she asked me what was the principal
production of the Sandwich Islands,
• That rundown, tired -feeling is the
Iliater14426. tons of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all malaria. Hae
cured others. Will cure you. 
Priceso Cents Per Box,
BACON'S
GDRU STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 237
ADVISES TEA DRINKERS
TO SMOKE CIGARETTES
'Cleveland Health Officer Finds Merit
in Smoke.
Cleveland, Aug. 27.—Dr. Friedrich,
health officer of Cleveland, advises
women o fthe smart set to smoke
cigarettes if they are addicted to the
use of strong tea. Tea, he declares,
not only ruins the complexion, but
causes heart' disease and he would
remedy both with the cigarette.
"Tannin, the active principle of tea,
stimulates the heart without feeding
it," he said today. "Whnoen are seized
wish heart disease without knowing
the reason, It's the tea they drink.
Tannin •stimulates the heart, nicotine
depresses it.
"Do I advise women to smoke ciga-
rettes? No, don't quote me that way.




Miss Henrietta Mitchell, of Missis.
sippi Accepts the Appointment.
Jackson, Mss., Aug. 27.—For the
first time in M'ssissippi's history as
a state a woman. is a full-fledged
member of the governor's military
staff, appointment having been made
by Governor Vardaman as aide-de-
camp, with the rank of colonel.
The young woman, who is the ac-
complished daughter of Dr. T. J.
'Mitchell, has been a leader in society
at the Mississippi capital for some
time and is a rare good horsewomen.
She says she feels complimented. by
the honor and intends to take active
part in all affairs undertaken by the




Paducah Stamp & Stencil Co.




With this topic we call. your at-
tention to Lusterine Soap. You have
found its quality—it cleans. Our fac-
tory is in the heart of the city and is
as fragrant as a flower garden. No
other soap factory in the United
States chn boast of this. What does
it mean? Simply this—purity. It will
not hurt the skin. Every citizen of
Paducah can use this soap for tile
purposei for which it is recommend-
ed.1 They can do so with pride as to
its totality and with faith as to its
purity. Ask for it at your dealer'e.
Insist that they give you the Paducah
Soap!




Now is the time for you to fill your coal house. Lump 12c, Nut 11 c
Best Kentucky-and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent for Whitehall and
Cement. "KING OF CEMENT."
H. M. Cunningham,




The variety shown by us afford the widest range for selection, andour prices are very low indeed. Be sure to see the advantages weare offering this sesson in silverware.
JILIWolft a;41 r aff;4





WHILE EQSAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY Taii -
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE. .
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR —"-
TRANSOM. .IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND,
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING -
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. e. Lee, 315 But
BLSINESS COLLEGE
No theories taught but actual business from the start. TImaroaglecources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmansidp cor-respondence, spelling, commercial law, banking, arithmetic, grammar, eto.Cali or write for beautiful new catalog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL





MONEY LOANED ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWEST INTEREST.
SPECrAL BARGAINS in Roger's Silverweare, such as KnivesSpoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAI S in High Grade Watches—Hamiltonand Bali, B. W. Raymond—one half price.
Just received, nice lot of Bracelets, odd sizes and 6-size Watches.. secents on dollars for ten days. 211 AD
Don't forget the place. Next to 
riLaBRgO.sdr7AgsYto.re.
The New Veterinary HospitalFarley & Fisher, Vetterinary Surgeons and dentists. Special facil-ities have been provided' for in constructing our new hospital which ep-ables us to treat all diseases of horses and dogs in the most modern.manner. Wle have a clean, airy, sanitary and up-to-date place and onethat es complete in every detail.
We invite you to call and inspect our place.
Office and Hospital, 4.29 South Third street.
Office phone, old, 1345; nrw 153: reit:dente, old phone t816.
ILTA-,Tirss 0.4a1 w• ta is..• •
ANNOUNCEMENT
To the Public:
I wish to announce that I have
opened a brand new stock of Jewelry
Watches. Clocks, Silverware, Cut
Glass, Hand-Painted China and Uns
brellas at 224 Broadway. The store
room has been remodeled and en
larged and fitted up for a first-class
jewelry store. All my goods are new
and up-to-date. selected with a view
to please the trade of Palucah and
vicinity.
A cordial invitation is extended to
the public to visit my establishment
and inspect the line of goo& on dis-
play and that are arriving each day.
We will be glad to see you whether
you buy or not.
High-class work will be my special-
ty and all work ordered will be
promptly executed. Clocks will be
called for and delivered to any part
of the city free of charge. I ask a'
share of your patronage, and I am de-
termined to have it if good work and
reasonable prices well get it.
A visit from you will be appreciated.
J. D. Sowers,




IS THE WAY YOU MUST SPELL
THE POPULAR CUSS-
WORD.
List of the Wor-de as Revised for
Spelling in All Official Docu-
ments for U. S.
In June 18 last the simplified spell-
ing board made public a list of 300
simplified spellings, which had been
i'ecidecl upon by the board. The list
I b as follows:
Abridgment, accouter, amuse ac-
'Lee eledjeinent, addrest, adz, afflict,
aitho, anapest, anemia, anesthesia, an
esthetic, antipyrin, antitoxin, apothem,
apprize, arbor, archeology, ardor, ar-
near, artizan, assiz, ax.
Bans (not banns), bark (not
barque), behavior, blest, blusht, bra-
een, brazier, bun, bur.
Cliber, caliper, candor, chapt, check,
checker, chimera. civiliz, clamor,
clangor, dept, elaspt, clipt, clue, coe-
val, color, colter, com'mixt, comprest,
comprize, confest, controller. coquet,
-criticize, cropt, crost, crusht, cue,
eurst, cutlas, cyclopedia, carest (not
"caressed), catalog, catechize, center.
Dactyl, dasht, decalog. deprest,
demagog, demeanor, deposit, deprest.
develop, dieresis, dike, dipt, discust,
dispatch, distil, distrest, dolor, dom-






. re" is dr6pned
. „.•. a „soar.
egis, enamor
encyclopedia, eneleavor, envelop. en-
deavor, eolian, eon, epaulet, eponym,,
era, esophagus, esthetic, esthetics, es-'
tivate, ether, etiology, exorcize, ex-
prest.
Fagot, fantasm, fantasy, fantom, fa
vor, .favorite, fervor, fiber, fixt, fla-
vor. fulfil, fulness.
Gage, laza gelatin, gild (not
guild), gypsy, gloze, glycerin, good-
by, gram, grypt.
Harbor, harkn, Iheapt, hematin, hy-
cup, hock (not 'bought), homeopathy
Ocher, odr, offens, omelet, oppresit,
orhopedic.
Paleagraphy, paleolithic, paleontol
-ogy, poleonztoic, paraffin, parlor, pes-
tilent past (not passed), patreniz, ped-
gog, pedbaptist, phenix, phenonsenou,
pigmy,,plow, polyp. possesst, practis,
.prefixt. prenomen, prest, pretens, pre-
terit, pretermit, primeval, profest, pro-





Rancor, rapt (not rapped), raze,
recogniz, reconoitr, rigor, rime, ript
rumor.
Saber, saltpetr, savor, septer, sep-
tet, sepulchr, sextet, silvan, similar,
sithe, skilful, skipt, slipt, smolder.
snapt, sombr, spectr, splendr, stedfast.
stept, stopt, strest, stript. supbena,
ewer. suffixt, sulfate, sulfa sumac
supprest, surpriz, synonym.
Tabor .tapt, teazel, tenr, theatr, tho.
then°. tinorofare, thoroly, thrii, thru-
out. tipt, topt, tost, transgrest, trapt.
tript, tumor.
Valr, vapr, vext, vigr, vizr.
Nalagn, washr, whipt, whisky
winkt, wisht, wo, woful, woolen.
wrapt.
A Long, Hard Fite.
Simplified spelling is no new thing,
but it 'has certainly been a long time
coming, says the St. I.ouis Post-Dis-
patch. Benjamin. Franklin is given
the distinction of having preceded the
Miseouri "editurz" by several years,
be being one 'of the earliest advocates
.of "simplified" phonetic spelling.
'Then along came Isaac Pitman and
A. J. Ellis and just sixty years ago
publiehed a phonetic alphabet—beg
pardon, a "fonetic alfabet"—of forty
'characters, composed of Latin letters
and their modifications.
Bin the world didn't fall all over it-
self adopting their suggreions and
-went along in the satire oi fur using
silent letters galore and doing juet
what it pleased in theh way of well-
ing.
Then the National Educational as-
sociation and a few other high-sound-
ing organizations took up the matter
xilon gabout 1875, anad they resoluted
till they were black in the face, but
.still very few people paid any atten-
tion, although Andrew Caarnegie now
claims that along about that t me the
people began spelling "plow" instead
"isleugh." So, you see, thirty
yeArs' eerk has resulted in Wonder:jut
progress.
So encouraged were the 'filolog-
iste" (het thy held a jollificatien
meeting the next year artid laid down
• a lot of rule ;bat cover as meny
t:t°Ib of the lit'°141. T" "3'filus'. THE PlIAN'1011 moonbebosne. "define' and
Indetinit," but "finite': and "polite''
are unchanged.
"From a VC Jrd ending in a double
letter, one of the double letters is
dropped whet the dropping of the
letter does not suggest a wrong pro-
nunciation of the worg, as 'eg,"stil;
's' in precept: zss' is retained because
`til,"shal,"cles,' etc. Pout the double!
'preceptres' would suggest the pro-
nunciation ̀ precepters! In 'all," 'tall,
etc., both 'I's' ere retained to preserve
the sound of 'a.'
"From a wo: d containing the diph-
thong 'ae,' "ta' is omitted when :ts
omission does not suggest a mispro-
nunciation of the word, as 'thelth,
beth,' cdeth,' avelth,' stelth,"erth2
"In a wor deeding led' sounded like
`.:"ee' is eltan';ed to 'i' when suea
change does not suggest a mispronun-
ciation of the word, as 'wisht,' 'heapt,'
'leapt,' etc. W:.en there is a double
letter before vhe led' one of them is
dropped, as ̀ slar.O,"neapt,'.'hist,"past.
etc. The lecr ;; retained in 'closed,'
'placed.' liked; . in order to pre-
serve the exult' ie radical vowels."
The Missoul: resolution went all
around the country, everybody talked
about them for seven days, then the
"filologists" got up from under the
brickbats that had lieen thrown at
their beloved rules and started all
over again. This time they went at
it simpler. First they got the school
superietendents' department of the
National Educational association to
announce that the world would start
on a dozen. words, and when they had
been learned correctly the teacher
would give out a few more. Here are














• The president's official sanction' of
this reform movement is regarded as
the most effective and speediest meth-
od of inaugurating the new system of
spelling throughout the country. Not
only will the printed documents ema-
nating from the president ut lize the
reform) spelling, but his correspond-
ence ali-o will be spelled in the new
style.
Secretary Loeb has sent for the list
of words which have been "reformed."
and upon its arrival will emmediately
order all correspondence of the presi-
dent and of the executive force of the
White House spelled in accordance
therewith. As the spelling reform
correnittee shall adopt new reforms
they Will be added to the president's
list and aso that of the pubic print-
er.
While the order to theb printer
does not contemplate an irnirnediate
reform in the spelling of official docu-
ments from the executive departments
in Washington, it is regarded as more
than likely that respective heads •sf
the departments will fall in iin v,ith
the president's ideas and have their
official documentsprinted in the newwe nc
Illinois Central R. it. Excursion Bnl-
letin.
Chattanooga, Tenn. — Regimental
reunion anniversary battle of Chicka-
mauga. Date of sale September 17,
18 and 19, 1906; limit September 30,
Pao& By dtpohiting ticket and pay-
ing fee of so cents tickets can he ex-
tended to October et. 1906. Round
trip rate, $9.25.
Colorado Springs, Colo. — Pike's
Peak centennial celebration. Dates
of laic September 19, 20 and at, 1906;
limit October 15, 1906. Round trip
rate, $26.30.
Guthries, Ky. — Dark Tobacco
Growers' association. Date of sale
September 22, 1906; limit September
24 1906. Round trip rate,
Lexington, Ky.—Colored A. & M.
fair. Dates of sale September it to
15, inclusive, moo; limit September
17, 1906. Round trio rate, $9.35.
Ky.—State _convention
Ohristian Church in Kentucky. Dates
of sale September 23 to 27, inclusive,
1906: limit September 29, 1906. Round
trip rate, $6.95.
Iximisville, Ky.—Cheap excursion.
Leaves Pachteah 12:50 p. m., August
NI; returning leaves Louisville 4 p. m.,
August 30. Round trip rate.. $2.
ivbenephis, Tenn.—National Baptist
(colored) convention. Dates of sale
September q to 12, inChtqiVe, 1906;
pages as, the old-fashioned spelling limit September 20. too6. 
Round trip
hook. The neople objected they rate, $5.25.
'Would have to unleern all they had New York, 
N. Y.—Home-coming
'spent years in learning, and, the "fil- Jennings 
Bryan. Dates of
olatrests sale. sn, just observe
sale August 28 and, 29, 19116; limit tot 
these simple riles and all 
will in leave New York September 4. Round
'easy." T.3ut it was harder work re-
trip rate $26.75.
enembering how to k pell the words in 
Los Angeles. Cal.-.National Rao-
the old way. And everything was
tist convention. Dates of sale Sep-st
'badly, mixed on. F instance, jest 
teniber to 14. toe6; limit October 31.
.1.1e esanisiee 1906 Round trip rate $63.50. •
member For further particulars apply to J.
• T. Donovan, Agent, Padttach, Ky.; R.
MI. Prather, T. A., Union Depot.
•t.' '• • • • 0•'
111 6. •iv( .
4:11
1
epped when "Ouge" is pro-
laneseed og. When "o" in "ogue" is
given the long sound the "ue" is re-
tained. Thus, "catalogue" is written
.'c'atalog'," but "vogue" and "rogue"
"Tongue' is chang-
e:erne
endinte in "e" silent
tt4t &reaping
.Lon. pronuneia-
The minister was shocken when the
yoeng lady declined an introductien to
some of his parikienere
"Why, my dear young lady, did you
ever thank that perhaps you will have
to mingle with these good people
Wen eon r,et to heaven?"
"Well" she exclaimed. "that wlll h
soon enough."
Every man who has lived in south-
ern Montana for any length of time,
especially if he enjoys the hunting sto-
ries told by the old-timers, has heard
of the "phantom moose," which make,
his home at the head of Wise river
and has defied the efforts of all the
hunters of Montana to slay him.
Just recently the bunting fever was
developed in Butte by the unnatural
cold weather which prevailed, and
around a steam register in a popular
resort • crowd had gathered rad
among other things the story of the
famous moose Of the head of the Wise
river came up for discussion, and it
was up to a man who has been a resi-
dent of Montana for over 40 years to
tell the following story concerning the
famous animal.
"When nannack was :est founded,
when the gravel bars and rimrock
along Grasshopper creek were turning
out thousands 'of dollars every die, I
saw an. opportunity of making my
livelihood with my rifle and I forsook
the digging, of the goideeekers and
established a camp near the warm
springs which are at the head of the
Grasshopper.
"I had scarcely made more than one
or two hunts in the mountains which
livide the head of the Grasshopper
from the Wise river until I found
the track of a big bull moose, which
made a track in the soft ground sa
big as an ordinary work ox of three
days.
"One day when I was the least ex.
pectins it I found the big bull and
his consort wallowing in • swamp less
than 100 yards away. Taking as good
aim as possible with my old muzzle-
loading rifle, which, by the way, was
loaded with a bullet patched with
buckskin, I pulleci the hair trigger,
and when the smoke rolled away there
was an animal floundering in the
marsh, and when I ran to it with a
cry of exultation I found it was the
cow, who at the instant I had pulled
the trigger had interposed her bulk
between me and my quarry. She gave
up‹..4er life to save the one who had
lorded it over her.
"Two days later I was at the swamp
where I had killed the cow, hiding in
the willows less than 100 yards away.
for the signs told me that the old be
had returned and was grieving ermine
the offal which was all that remained
of his companion of many a veneering
through the timber and swamps of tae
Wise river.
"For fully sig hours I waited im-
patiently for the old bull to come to
the trysting place, and when my pa-
tience was almost Irene far in the dis-
tance came the plaintive cry of a
moose calling for its mats. Nearer
and nearer came the sound, and with
tts approach I trained my rifle upon
a clump of bushes through which I
felt morally certain the bull would
come as he approached the swamp.
Presently I could hear • the snapping
of twigs and the goomiesh faisly
raced up and down my biseel an In-
stant later as the biggest moms I had
ever seen in my life pushed his way
through the willows, calling piteously
all the while, and stood far a moment,
broadside on, less than 100 yard,
away- Doll for a moment did he
hesitate and then stepped forward to
where the skull of his Mate wee lying
and he licked it fondly with his
tongue, as if be could bring lUe back
into the senseless brainpan. Then it
was that I realized that I was there
to shoot this monarch of the forest
and I pulled the trigger.
"Intuition told me that something
was wrong. All that I could see was
a flash of fire and a roar of artillery
Consciousness faded away and I knew
nothing for a space which seemed as
eternity. Finally I became conscious
Of an intense pain and when I opened
my eyes there was darkness on every
band and through the trees above me
a glimmering of starlight told me that
night had fallen upon the earth. My
right arm was useless by my side
and my head was torn and painful
and dried blood upon it showed that
I had been sorely hurt With extreme
difficulty I moved myself and found
that my right arm was broken at the
elbow, there was a lump under my
right ear big as an apple, my right
eye was nearly torn from its socket
and my gun had been through an ex-
plosion—it had been burst from muz-
zle to breech. Every cartridge in the
magazine had exploded at the time
when I attempted to shoot the old
moose, with disastrous results to my-
self.
"Just two years ago I took my last
hunt after the animal. I found where
he had been wallowing in the swamp
wt-eW to and I Imef met 40 years ago,
and there I resolved I would meet
him again and have out the grudge
which I had cherished SO long against
his big carcass. It WA $1 in the Ume
of the entree rr.00n, woen the nieatn
were flooded with a brilliancy that was
almost equal to the day. In the same
thicket of willows where I had hid-
den many years ago I took my *land;
this time being armed with a 30-30
smokeless, as deadly a weapon as is
known to-day. I did not have long
to wait
"Time after Urfa, I fired, until all gay
mixt:segos were gone, but aUll the
moose stood unharmed, and then, after
he was satisfied that he could not Ind
his mate in that swamp be turned and
reentered the willows, calling, calling,,
smiling for the answer which never
came, and then I knew that the story
told rne by tes hunters of the Wise
river of a moose Living there which
was a phantom one. u .uielh could teit
be killsl by man or beast wits a true
one and that the noble old animal, dill
to his lost mato, wonders.' the
Wig and erramye and areadows or the
Wine Ti TOT, ever locating for tee
which gave her 111^ to 114-6 Ur 0 IVA
40 years ase."
FALL 'OP A 'VETERAN
ET G. H. HOBTECIROTT.
'
He was known as "Thoughtful Tea-,
icins" among his acquaintances; his in.
Umatea called him "T. T." Thus does
friendship assist to longevity. And II^
cause the sobriquet were not *napes«
priata he felt embarrassingly out of
place at the suburban ball, where he
Irk met her. She seemed most be.
wilderingly beautiful to the tall, shy
youth, as he leaned against a plllso,
his moist hands clasped behind him.
That night Cupid was in form; no Imo
end shaft was needed.
After weeks of frattlese searching he
met her again. With a patience
worthy of the beet of causes he had
tried to And her unaided. But he only
knew her as the most beautiful girl
in London; so his quest was • trifle
difficult. At length, with many blush"
he turned to the friend who had In1
Introduced them and promptly Instered
a Mew.
"Oh, she's in a tea shop aonlevelmiral
ba the city!"
Then he began a course of teas and
lunches extending over a wide are.
Paint, yet pursuing, he sat down on
spring evening at ono of the fansilissi
epodes of marble-topped tables, and
from behind him there approached the
white-capped vestal who served that
particular altar.
"Goad evening, Mr. Tomkins!
may I get you?"
Yes, it was she; and he could only
gasp sad stammer.
"Oh, Miss Bell! How delighted I ani
So see you again! I've been wondering
If I ever shiuld. In fact, I've been
looking for you everywhere!"
"Have you, really? How nice!"
"Tea tkat's just how I feel! Good
heavies, I tkialt you look better in
black than anything!"
"Don't be silly! Shall I get yea some
tear
"Teal Oh. yes! I hadn't thought
of that. Of course, tea and toast"
Thus began an evolution in intimacy
that was both swift and interesting to
the smieekers, and of deep isaportazsee
to at laliat one of thaw concerned.
livery evening he came and each time
stayed longer. But always and only
te tea.
"Why dent you come to luachr
asked him one day.
"Ille I cult very well!"
"But it islet far from your Aloe?"
"Oh, no; qufte near! About Eve
aaltutas' walk."
"I suppose you like somewhere else
better. Tiger's is only good enough
tor tea? I see!"
"Really, no! it's not that at all!"
"I suppose you do have lunch?"
"Oh, regularly!"
"Well, come here. We have very
nice joints and things, and this table
isn't always full. That is, of course, If
you ears tor me to wait upon you!"
Poor Tomkins! That look and a
piece of muffin nearly finished kim, He
had to clasp her hand before he could
reply.
"Wtnnte, you know it's not that"
"Well, why don't you comer
And her smile defied him to give a
sensible resion.
"Look here," he answered, "you
come off early to-morrow nit, don't
your
"Yee."
"Meet me at the corner of Chancery
lane .and let us go for a walk togetie
er? Do, Winds," he continued in a
whisper, "then I'll tell you why I
dent come to leach."
She had never been to Hampstead
Heath before, and it had been specially
arranged for her to get a good impres-
sion of It that "eveaing. Aliso would
dream ate was a waitress, thought
Tonskins as be snapped proudly along
at her side, trembling every time their
elbows touched? She seemed to his
ireagination a glades@ In modern garb,
escaped from the fragrant wood that
loomed before them In the spring twi-
light
"I promised to tell you—"
"Year
"To tell you—about--why, I mean. I
don't come to lunch!"
"Don't if you had rather not, you
knew doesn't matter In the least."
"But I want to. Mali we sit down?"
The kindly shadows veiled their rest-
ing place and only the spring breeze
heard.
"I've always been a queer fellow, I
believe," be began, "serious and shy;
what some chaps call 'goody-goody.'
I'm not really, you know. I'm very
fond of sport and do a lot of eyeing."
"I love cycling!" she interpolated.
"I'm what they a fellow with no
Lions. I suppose It's because I read
a good deal. And I believe we don't
feed properly."
"What do yen meant"
'That io—I mean—we ought to eat
more fruit and nuts and that sort of
thing, In fact, I'm a vegetarian,
Bet her stivcry laugh etit <eon he'
ezelanatlun.
"Oh, Jack, you silly boy! Is that
al? What rubbislat But I am glad!
I was afraid—"






UIa aria Stele 141111112d her waist and
limes her toward hem. Their hands
mere tightly clasped. Ated----yes, her
Wm were perfect.
Newt lay ph' triter - • ently placed
biters Wu a full -using portion of
'emest beef Doi Yorkshire." The eher-
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ONCE "LO," THE POOR INDIAN,
IS NOW A WEALTHY CITIZEN
There is little doubt that the fate
of the Indian in America has been
a bard one, says an exchange. When
we reflect that the white man found
him in possession of the entire terri-
torial domain 'which now constitutes
the states and territories of the
union, and that all except a few res-
ervations have passed from him, it
marks a wonderful change, since less
than two centuries ago when the ter-
ritorial occupation by the whites was
limited to a narrow strip along the
Atlantic, east of the Blue Ridge. It
is doubtfnl, however, whether, had
the white not taken possession of the
country, the Indian's condition would
have been as good or 'their number
greater than now. The nomadic life,
wars among rival tribes and the oc-
currence of pestilence which swept
away whole communities, limited
their number, and it is now estimated
that. despite the ordeal through
which they passed since the conflict
with the whites began, they are as
a
numerous as they were when James-
town was settled, while their physical
condition is certainly better. The to-
tal Indian population of the United
States, exclusive of Alaska, in 1904.
us shown by reports of the agent of
the bureau of Indian affairs. was 274.-
706, while a quarter of a million Is the
est mate of the total number of In
dans when the white man came to
America •
These are cared for as wards of the
nation. In addition to the reserva-
tions set apart for them as an inher-
itance the land in which has, with
the allotments completed in Indian
terr;tory, Viow been destributkd in
severalty. the government expended
for their support. 1780 to 1902, in-
clusive, tifio.282.361. For the fiscal
• year ending June 30. 1904 the expend-
itures on their account were $104380')
and for that ending June 30. 1905.,
O St4.336.07311. The government sup-
ports 118 Indian boarding schools and
1314 day schools for which appropri-
ations were made by congress for
the year ending June to. too& to the
amount of $3,564.727 IT.
While the advance toward civiii•
zation has not been uniform among
the tribes, thrice in the far West still
retaining many of the normal char-
acteristics oø %heir race otberi,
through long exemption from savage
life and through contact with the
whites, have mode very decided ad-
vance on the lines of civilization.
These comprise nearly one-third of
the total mimber and are classified as
civilised and ss-nntxmino. though
still incidenaltly under the Indian of.
ice, and. are: The live civilized
tribes of Indian Territory—Chero-
kees, 35,255; Chickasaws, 0,645; Choc-
taws, 23,481; Creeks, 15,387; and Sem-
inoles, 3.o4o; Pueblos of New Mex-
ico, 7,127; 'Six Nations, St. Reges and
other Indians of New York, 5,340.
This makes a total of too 000, or
more than one-third of the total In-
dian population, which may be called
civilized and self-supporting.
While the condition of the Indians
classified above civilized i ssuperior
in the elemetws whch eneitle them to
be so enumerated, the provision. for
all Indians in setting apart land for I
them ilias placed them above want,i
and in some cases, owing to the char:
acter of the lands, has made them
wealthy. In the eastern part of Ok-i
lahom: the ()sages have each 750
acres dnd an annual income of $350.
Their total income, after detucting
the cost of maintaining their scihool
and agency, was for the year ending
June 30. 1e05, $668 000. At the same
date they had to their credit in the
national trearsiry. $8,473.963. In ad-
dition, to this, their landed reserva-
tion comprises 1,470.058 acres, rich
in oil coal and other minerals, and
a fertility adapting it for all crops,
including cotton. The United States
government has taken all proper steps
to guard them, against selling below
its, value or incumbering their lands.
It will thus be seen that whatever
ground there may once have been for
charge: of want of proper care of
the Indians at an earlier period of our
history, they are now in very com-
fortable circumstances. The atten-
tion of the government was at an
early date given to their care on the
lines now in practice. but the reul-
ization of such, results as are noted in
regard to the ()sages and apply in a
manner to the Indians of Indian Ter-
ritory, has been retarded from the
remoteness to which these Indiars
were removed from their former
homes east of the Mississippi. The
march of civilifiation, delayed by the
civil war, hag at last made their new
lands more valuable than those they
parted with, and through the experi-
ence which has been theirs they are
better fitted for their enjoyment. But
above all this, under the protecting
care of the government they have be-
come civilized and competent to en-
ter upon the enjoyment of citizen by
the admission of Oklahoma into the
union- Now, at least, this romantic
aborigine is rto longer to be addressed
as Lo. the poor Indian, but greeted a*
one rich in the enjoyment of all the
rights of citizenship as well as in the
possession of land and money
Rev. T. J. Newell Preached live?' She said: 'None, except as
this girl finds sale for these scriprureSunday on "Child Labor" verses. which I have compiled and had
printed.' And with this ordered the
girl to do. though poorly protected
from the cald, while the sleet and
snow lay upon the ground. I said:
'Where is the father of these chil-
dren?' She answered: 'I do not know
where he is; for weeks he has been
gone. and if he were here he would
be of little worth to us; he wastes all
his wages in 'the saloons.' In less
than six days that man was hauled
in a wagon and laid in that helpless
woman's home, beastly drunk. Who
sent that girl shivering into the cold,
Your saloon men!
"One more case: In the same aft-
"I stand up before the doors ernoon a woman clad in a faded calicoof
nthe saloons and distilleries and brew- garme called at my home and asked
vies of Paducah three-fourths of 
all, for aid for herself and two children,
the widow of a poor fellow who hadthe poorly fed, half-clad and the 
c
un-
taught and immoral children of the ome to the sad end of a drunkard.
city as the direct products of their
business.. They come fr. Jill home: de-
bauched by them.
"You. my people. take the owners
of these mills, that grind by day and
by night on the very souls of ohildren,
into your social life and your public
them as the only possible resource I,and political life anal call them your
living. At any rate, she and tocr chilemials1
"How comes it that these children dren have toiled for their living, not
are in your factories of various kinds? because the manufacturer needed
I them, but 'because she was not dis-s it that these manufacturer .driwen
posed to turn them away to sufferby a strange greed for have gone
anst.to die. A man is dismissed fromin humble homes and 4oitght these
children out, that they might enslave the factoryt a woman and two ch:1-
them and rob them? They are toil- deen take his place: he is the lonely
ing unto death because of the pitifal support of a helpless wife and two
small children. The next morning he
applies for work where one man is
already toiling and we find two men
seek:ng the same job, and their wages
are therefore less.
(Continued. from Page Five.)
fourths of all the children who are
forced to toil in these dens of ckath
come from home: and huts and hov-
els-where intemperance has done and
is doing its own destructive work. I
then stand up before the doors of the
saloon ansi distelleries and breweries
of this great free land one million and
a half of poor, pale-faced. ignorant,
morally and intellectually untrained
ehildren--the products of their ne-
farious business.
cry of dependent mothers, who have
been made dependent and pcnnile:s
because of drunken lotbando some of
Whom are sleep in their graves.
"Wlinter before last, while the snow
lay upon. the ground, I was called to
the hatlic of a poor woman, sick, with
four F mall children gathered about
her. one of them sick. I said: "How
Came yertf in this condition? Have yon
no means?' And she answered:
'None., I have a. hosband., who, when
sober, furniahed something to live
upon, het 'he gone from 'ionic ie-
totticatedoolic has been gone these
three weeks and T have nothing to
eat; nothing with which to buy food:
nothing to buy me8icine; I am the
wife of a poor drunken man, who pet,
Ilia all in the saloone.'
"After securing some relief, for ti'r
family I drove to another home to
which my attention had been called.
I found: a poor womat% delicate be-
yond description, with four children,
one a girl—I take it she was twelve
or fourteen years 'old—thinly clad.
inquihsd; Of this Woman also: 'Have
,you no resources upou whioh you may
II Japan people who have suffered
a bereavement not only do not put on
mourning, but after the blow has
fallen they make their sent appear
ance with a smile upon their faces,
as if nothing had happened. Accord-
lag to Lafcadio Hearn, this is not
hi the smallest sense an evidence of
Indifference. The Japanese, he de-
Mares, suffer as keenly from a be-
reavement me any other people. The
purpose of the practice is wholly to
spare the feelings of other people.
To betray feelings of sorrow Is to &i-
diot those about na. The mien or
garb of grief afflicts. therefore It Is
impossible for a courteous person to
wear it. So reason the Japanese. In
order that no thought of pain shaU
pass from the sufferer to his neighbor,
the sufferer wears the aspect of con.
tentment. even though his heart is
breaking.
Our own practice Is quite the ma.
cites, it comildeni the sufferer, not
his bleeds. In Older fhell not Oily
May all know that as is In sorrow.
Ind that some drop of that sorrow
may pass from him to those about him,,
the bereaved person weans Mack. The
ILhnet perm, of wearing mourning
is imit, we may be ensured. to make
1111 asteMagtion of grlef, eis moms op
p.aisma' the wrestles have though&
isealy aseitemed. It is rather to spare
ille bereaved from the chance re
Marks of those who ars igaorant of
his afflicUan. It is worn that littey
may knew, and avoid questions or
bliummloglips observations that may
Weneml IOW But even in this worthier
Milk we believe, truer view of the
purpose of mourning emblems, the
Person whose comfort is considered le
Ike *effete?. The many are called
upon to share in his woe to some ex-
tent 'The emblem is the token of their
iminpaision, not tire en2hezzlement Of
Ids grief.
I visited her home; her condition
and the condition of her children
were sad beyond. description. %Medics
afterwards she came to me and asked
about getting, work in the factory for
herself and little one, I presume she
secured permission to get work for
"This is lett cete picture' of 'hun-
dreds that may he :.ectrred here in
this fair city. It is not so much a
'right' to labor that courses our com-
mon ooantry, hut the waste of that
whioh 'proceeds from labor, I can
'how volt two men toilinfr in the same
factory in this city at $21 pet week:
,e e
/-is •*" P-ry
hill, has '!"-”0".11-t- f-- ,ce '
• • vitii i;
lvith wh'ola to 017 his rent or
eotl!in.r- -for to"' oo'
the saloon has gathered it all and
left his, family to stiffer..
Remedy,
banishment of the saloon; the
banishment of saloonmakers from so-
cial leadership and political domina
firm."
Dr. Newell's subject for next Sun-
day night will be, "Gambling; Its
Cause aid Consequences?"
THE PANAMA SITUATION.
Riisedoin from Ordinary Limitations
of Ike American Gov-
ernment
Tor the third, and, let us hope, for the
bat time, a study of the Pans= sites-
Men has begun. The conditions con-
fronting the Milted States mavernment
differ radically, however, from those
which confronted the Rrench companies,
or that would oonfront any private com-
pany that can be organised. For the
out/ay made by the american govern-
ment actual-property or a full equivalent
In work has been obtained, and no un-
imosseary capital of wasted money
weighs down the enterprise. By the cm-
Moe to the • meet= government by the
sew Republic of Panama of • strip of
aorritory ten miles wide from ocean te
(wean, In perpetuity, all itassrida of
eoneession if. Is permanonily retladired:
and. finally, Inasmuch as the American
government will not have to consider a
canal from the point of view of retusnierg
a large profit on an investment. and as
it can obtain the necessary funds at as
Interest charge certainly one-half of
what would have to be paid by a private
organ IraUon. It Is obvious that plans can
be considered that will invorre a meek
larger capital investment, and that will
requtre more time for completion. In
short, the American government is free
from ordinary limitations. Therefore
the question before the government and
Its advisers Is: What Is the best type
of canal to construct and how should It
be codstructed?
HAD NO PREJUDICE.
Itateeznaa Shows Very Clearly His
lock of Feeling Against
Indians.
le a northern California town a sup
posed 'border has been committed, re
Wee Uppinc.ott's magazine.
The half-breed wife of an Indian
had died. as the husband said, from
astucal causes, and was buried with
the usual formalities being dust
semplied with. After a lateie of two
week/ the body was disinterred bp the
authorities, at the instance of a par-
ticular enemy of die aroused, and
marks of violence, as the informer
stated, were touitd upon the de.
passed.
The prosecuting attorney was exam-
Ming tie Miasmic to ascertain if any
of them were paejudfced against Indi-
ana
Talesman Taylor. was upon the stand
undergoing a rather rilif croso,xam-
!nation.
"Did an Indian eat you or your fare.
ni any harm at any timer aaked.ttre
prosocutor.
"No." replied Taylor.
"Did you or-any of your fanily ever
have dealings or trouVe with an I.
dian?"
"No," replied Taylor, "eartept that
my wito's &other was killed by at
lodlan."
RETURN OF HATCHERY FISH
Igarksii Salmon Retaken in the Ow I
tumble. River .After Four
Tears.
Gond Advice.'
Magistrate-go you want to get a
separation from your wife/ What's
the mutter with her?
Applicant—She behaves most bruin]
ly toward me. She treats me like a
dog and works me like a horse.
"I'm afraid, my good man, I can di
nothing for ydn. You'd better go to
the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals."--Jugend
Not Pretty Then.
'Hateful thing, she MI" Reclaimed
Kiss Pretty, angrily. 1I'm glad I'm
not as mean as she is. I'm as much
above her es--"
"Tun tall" interrupted her dance.
"remember that rosebud month .of
tiellaas to blow.‘.--Philatlelpitla Ledger.
"What is believed to be the best evi.
deace of the efficiency of artlficial
propagation of salmon that has ever
been secured was recently obtained by
Fish Commissioner Kershaw relative
to the operation of the hatcheries on
the Columbia river," said Deputy Fish
Commissioner Perry Baker recentty,
according to the Seattle Poet-futeill-
gencer. "Mr. Kershaw received tags
and fins of 100 salmon from a single
trap owner on the Columbia river that
were plata)), marked hatchery 118h.
"When the hatcheries wore placed
in operation on the Columbia river II
system of marking was adopted for
the purpose of ascertaining if any of
the salmon turned out of the river re-
turned to their native spawning
grounds, and in what length of time.
"The marked fins and tails received
by Hr. Kershaw were found to be sal-
mon that were turned out of the )(Isla-
m& and Chinook hatcheries four yam&
ago. The spawn of these fish was
taken in 1900 and the young salmon
turned out in 1901. The filth were
marked In a manner that leaves no
doubt of this fact. The small bones in
the fins were out down and a hole
punched in the tofu. The cutting of
the bones in the fin is just the same
as a man losing a part of his finger
--it never grows out again.
"The Columbia river was practically
depleted when the artidelal propaga-
tion of salmon was commenced on
that stream, and.the past several years
has demonstrated ihat it las been re
stocked by some means.
"While only a part of the Inis were
marked when released from the hatch-
eries, the fact that one trap owner on
the river found at lawn 100 of these
salmon during the past season is eon-
elusive evidence that artificial props-
gallon is the only solution of the prob-
lem M prevent the depletion of the
salmon fisheries.
"Mr. Kerehaw asked a number of
the Colurbia river ca.nnerYmen and
trap op-rat. -s to watch for the marked
salty but '-ring the rush of the
ar .a is writ ',patently overbooked,
ene rue,' -tee has been re-
k
expeekne• ( • the sockeye
salmi.: that are b ^onducted at
the BeAnghara sin ILI be con-
tinued al. vlater a, . large number
of somikey• t.eeed in the Nook-
sack and aka, Ayers.
"As air pump has Not been installed
In connection with the miniature
hatchery and the aquariums. It has
been found that in order to make a
success of hatching salmon and to
beep them alive running water is es-
sential. The air pump keeps the Ira.
ter in the aquariums bubbhog all the
time as It rues through the tanks and
off into the waste."
Not Star Spangled.
Tar and feathers is not a peculiarly
Ancricaa institution, as has been sup-
posed. It was Richard the Lion heart-
ed who float proclaimed this punish-
ment. It was when lie was setting out
tor the third crusade that he gave
warning that "s robber who shall be
convicted of theft shall have his head
cropped after the fashion of a Cham-
pion and tolling pitch shall be poured
thereon and the fec..therit of a cushion
shall be shaken out on him, o rust he
shall be.known." At the first landing
to was to be set ashore, no :natter
waere the ship might land, and the ab-
sence of a rail was doubtless due to a
lack of that sort of fence. Perhaps the
westtrn continent may si.111 lay claim
to that sort of punishment, but the
tar and feathers are no Wages' our
aVirt.
Ugly Deer In Vermont.
It is seriouoly affirmed that farmers
In the northern part of Rutland county
would like permission to kill a big.
uglv deer that would weigh drPssed
DO pounds and Les iramease horns.
This terror of the woJda, they say,
chases men to cover, will not yield the
r:ght of way. when he meets teams Ia
the read, and in devious wa3s makes
h:asscif decidedly unpleasant. He re-
cen!sy paid a visit to a Cantlaton farm-
er and, when ordered away, -refused to
leave, although sevsa o her doer that
were with him turned and .iad when,
the farmer and his dog went out. The
big Geer, however, oaa 1fl to humar
for debate, and promptiy ch.t.scd the
cullio into the barn.—iit. Albons 7,1e3.
Greedy S,Isrul:P.
A :vanaimo fisherman had a unions
experience with a flock of seagulls see
oral evenings ago, tie ci lched Nanai-
mo in an open boat conta.aing two
tons of hirring. While uptown thee RPM,
gulls took possession of th3 tsnaL On
his return all but 60 flew away. 'rah
number had so gorged themselves with
herring that they could not fly, bat
hopped about In a state-of helplessness
The fishermas finally climbed into the
boat and lifted them overboard. They
were able to swim with an effort. and
romrA of tbefti went ashore to recover
from We eMorts of :heir Amt. Taco-.
no Ledger.
suirrii. BOUND No. tor No. 103 No. 121
Leave Cincinnati ., 8:20 a.m 6:oo p.m.Leave Louisville  1201 p.m. 
  •.. •
7:3o a.m.
Leave Horse Branch 
:430° p.m. 900
2:28 p.m. 12:o8 a.m. 191705 11"11-Leave Central City  3:30 p.m.
Leave Evansville 
Leave Nashville  
1427850 
p.m. 41:40 pa..mm..
-:03 a.m. 121:3028 ion.ns..
8:30 a.m.
Leave Nortonville 
Leave Hopkinsville  
 8:o5 a.m.
97:41 p.m. 11 :2o a.m.Leave Pfnceton  4:55 P.12. 2:27 a.m.Arrive Paducah  6:10 p.m. 
2:35 tom-
Leave l'adu..an  6:15 p.m. 
4:15 Pill-
Aestiwe Memphis 
Aware New Orleans  
-,•to p.m. 833465::  : 44205051:5511 aaaaaaa.. ...ntnimim i-11.-1
Arrive Felton  7:2o p.m. 
4:2o p.m.
6:oo p.m.Airve Gbbs, Tenn.  IS:o6 .in.Aisrure Rives  8:13 p.m. 
 ..
Amalie Jacksen 
10:35 a.m 8:15 p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
NORTH BOUND
Iveave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 










Maim 'Guard' City 
































































Manse St Louis 
No. 306 No. 374
12:40 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
4.25 P.m. 8:40 p.m.
6:30 a.m. 6:30 a.m.
8:30 p.m. 7:20 a.m.
SOUTH !BOUND












































Leave Chicago  6:ao p.m.
Leave St.Leuis   9:40 O-htLeave Cairo  6,00 a.m
Arrive Paducah  7:45 a.mLeave Paducah  7:50 am.













Trains marked (5) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rundaily. Trains 103 and 104 ca.-ry throngh sleepers be'ween Cincinnati,Memphis and New Chicano; trains tol and 102 sleepers between Louis-ville, Memphis and New Orle,̂g. Trains Roy and 822 sleepers betweenPaducah and St. Louis. Train twit connects at East Cairo with Chicagosleeper. For further information, address,
4. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Patine-1h, Ky.R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Acent, lInion Depot, Paducah, K..W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lc rieville, Ky.
.1'0,ITN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A., Mernphs, Tenn.S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Mame,
W. H. BRTLL D. P. k. St. Leiria
CENT,. 'write folr'ic7ur bile WRIBIC YC COST y
I 
gns
IlaCrYnLFL VW, TI'MalitmgnangiStiret 
line 
11 a ali 'PI': r4;BELOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
DO NOT BUY A eicrinx
Notice the thick rubber treat
"A" and rineture *trips "1i
and eD," also rim strip "H"'to prevent rim quitting. This
tire will outlast any otherWake-SOP-T. ELASTIC aEASY RIDING.gorsampywi Iis Stade In all sires. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and line(' • Iswith a spevial imelity of rubber. which never becomes porous and which closes up small pun. icewithout allowing the air to escape. We have liondreds of letters front satisfied clistomers %mimicthat their tires have only been pumped uponce or twice in • whole neation. They weigh no more tan orttieary tire, the puncture restating qualities being given by 'several layers of thin, sprosnyprepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Brick" sensatioit commonly felt when riding on a- in ialter soft roads ifs overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from). inipsipterred out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all station. The regular price ofUrea is ss.ao per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making a special factory price to the riderof only fa.so per pair. All orders shipped same vihy letter it received. We ship C.O.D. on approval.You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.We will allow a paoh disoount of a per cent (ttreseto- making the price 04.55 per pair) if you rendFULL oast& limn ORDEra. and enclose thii; advertisement. We will also send one nickelplated brans hand prong Laci Sampson metal puncture closers on Pull paid iirders (these metalpuuoture closers to be tiled in cane of intentienal k cuts or heavy gashe). ircs to pc rctu.110:1at OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.We are perfectly relialte and moner sent to us is as safe as in a bank. Ask your Bostmaster,Banker, Express or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. you order a pair elthese.tires, you will find that they will ride easier( run faster, wear better, last longer and toofiner than any tire Tow have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well pieagtthat when you want a bicycle you will given. your order. We want you to'seua us a small tr.order at once,,hence this remarkable tireaffer.
butt heels. meddles, pedUlti, parts and repairs, a
prides charged by dealers and repair.men. 
wfi la the bicycle line are sold by us at half rhousisal
I 
ttsJor 
al y. DONAritr ir.OF' RUTINDO NOT WAIT 17114c11:1 from anyone until you know tht new CaWliwonderful offers wear. making. ft only idols a =al to learn everything. Wide it ROW. .
0from art. -
at any ,,ricesr on arty R....et e &SIM, until yen have received our °ample te Free eats.legman Wastrel, ng and describing every kind of high-grade and love-red.lbitycles. old patterns and latest models, and learn el our remarkable 1.09rILICAS and wommaartei 'mew tiffere made possible by selling from factotldirect to rider with no middlemen', proemWff *NIP Off AppwrAy. tvt•thest a ,Anal ‘,Sost/, Pry the Froight andallow 10 Drys Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no -o,ethouse in the world will de. You will ;earn everything and get Inc... villaable information by simply writing sea postaLWe need a Meg, &pram In every town and eau offer an opportunit)to make money to suitable yoga( mien who apply at once.
$8.50 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° N L Y




Wo WIll Sall NAILS, Mire
G LASSYou a Sample oR VONT LegPair for Cnly OUT IRE Ale(Genie WITH ORDEN $4.80
ISOfiE TROUBLE FROM PONCTLIRSII.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. Ns dancer from THORNS. CAC-I US. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.Serious punctures, like intentional knife (Ins, can
he oultanized like any other tire.
Two Hielltred Th„Lo-sand palm “ow In actual uso. Overreveaty•Eve ThoarFd pairs sold last year.
MUD CYCLE INIIIPMITI. Dept. 01J L" C11101180. ILL:












Poplar Beech B Walnut ElmMaple OakE  R
GUM, BEECH kNb OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED FINISH, BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
Both Phones 26. WefAre Making Very Low Pricesion House Bills.
+ + + +++tttettt•
You Can Have Two t PERSONAL NOTES. +
Vacations instead
of One if you take
a KODAK
To exhibit to your friends
pictures of the pleasant people
have met and the beautiful
Mrs. India jJonsun and neice Miss
India Lang leave today for Louis-
ville, Ky.
Frank Brucker of Lou sville, waa
here Monday on b..:3iness.
the James Watson has returned to
you Memphis after a visit here,
Mrs. J. A. Purchase is reported ill.
places Sydney Loeb will return from Chi-
cago tontorow.
va- 
E. B. Howe and wife. of Barlow,
from visited friends in the city Sunday.
Julius Farley, of La Center is in
the city on business. •
Oscar Roberts, of New Liberty is
the city.
Mrs. Joe E. Potter is visiting her
brother and son ist Memphis.
R. F. Gray of Eddyville was here
yesterday.
Dr. Viae left yesterday for Union-
town. Ky., to accompany his wife and
ch Idren home who have been their
, on a viSit.
C. B. ;Biller, of
I day in Paducah.
+ John McGuire, fo
+ 'Fere 'Monday.





W. T. Gray of Rock Castle, is here
for' a few j. days ott business.
. Happy, of Maytield spent
Eunday in the city.
E. A. Roberts and wife of Moscow,
Ky.. were registered at the New
Richmond 14kstise yesterday.
Hon. Thos. P. Cook, of Miurray,
spent Sunday in Paducah.
Melvin Byrd wir go to Louisville
today.
W. G. Kirk and wife of Paris
Tenn., are v.siting in the city.
H. 0. Leonard, of Dawson Springs
is in the city.
Thos. McCartney and wife of Lex-
ington are visiting in the city.
J. C. hicEwrath, of Murray, was in
Pa dsisi
MIS usan abney is visiting Mrs.
John Cocke in Wickliffe.
Ed Sills of Mayfield spent Sunday
;n Paducah.
H. H. Bowen, of Evansville, is in
tit? city on business.
Miss Rebecca Wh te of Wickliffe
is the guest of Mrs. Frank Hill on
north Seventh street.
Isnuisv Ile, Aug. 27.-Charles Mob- Norvice Harper of Mayfield visited
:ty,i,etes Bowan street, is rejoicing here Sunday.
over the arrival at hia .hpute yester- I Clarence McGregor
day morning at 4 •5/9 ecitof1( of three in Benton.
babies two boys and,A gl. eThe 'Art Brand, of Mayfield, was in
children are normal and lwaltity and .city yesterday.
give promise of lowansloaet;ve jives. I Miss Stelia Kettler and mother
Dr. J. Henry Ileusas.is attending the have returned from a Visit to relat ves
-family and reports the• mother and in St. Louis. They were accompanied
tl.ildren doing fins. :•Mr. Mobley is home by Mrs. Estelle. who will visit
baggagemaster at the Seventls street here a few days.
stdatien a*d y is being overwhelmed i Misses Jean Morris and Henri Al-
*Jr congratulations from his fellow- ccstt will leave th•s morning for
•  Mr. Sid Terrell and family'have re-
turned from a v sit to relatives in
New York and other large Eastern Low Horre.seekers Rates to many
I cities of several weeks. points: in the southwest, west and
Prof. Frank Dean returned Sunday points in the souhteast, 
west and
from a visit to friends in Chicago. ' 
southewst on first and third Tues-
days of each month June to Novern.
you have visited while on your
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+ + + + + + + + + + + +
RIVER RIPPLINGS.
The Dick Fowler Ito lor Cairo
yesterday at 8 o'clock a. m.




The Royal left yesterday at
o'clock for Golconda.
The City of Savannah passed out
of here at midnight for St. Louis.
The Saltillo left St. Louis last eve-
ning at 3 o'clock and is due here this
evening.
The Clyde arrived yesterday
int,- from 'Tennessee.
• Fulton passed up .Monday morning
-with two loaded barges.






'1"voligreiltir MADE A •
HEAVY PACKAGE
Two Boys and a Girl Arrived at
Residence of Louisville Man.
• 1 I 1 front;
BOND YOUR EMPLOYES IN
AMERICAN SURETY CO.
- Quick Settlements.
C. E. JENNINGS & CO, Agent3.
+ + •:. + + + + + + + + +
Kentucky Fair Dates.
11. 46 + 10 111 10 * 4. 10 111 10
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville-
September 17-22.
Harrodsburg, August 7-4 days.
Fern Creek, August 14-4 days.
Vanceburg, August 15-4 days.
Columbia, August ts-4 days.
Shepherdtsville, August 21-4 dlaYe-
Lawrenceburg, August 21-4 days.
Springfield, August rs-4 dart.
London, August 28-4 days.
Brodhead, August 15-3 days.
Mt. Olivet, August 16-3 days.
Gutherie, August 23-3 days.
August 28-3 days.
Shelbyville, Avg,* 2e-4 days.
Florenve, August 29-4 days.
Ewing, ''August 30-3 (Stye.
Elizabethtown, September 4-3 days.
Paris, September 4-5 &YID!
Bardstrovn, September 5-4 daY's•
Monticello, Septemoer 11-s flays.
Glasglow, september 12-4 days.
Sebree, September 18-5 clays.
Hartford. September 19-4 days.
Henderson, Sevatember 26-4 days.
Falmouth, Septtember 26-4 days- WANTED-RepresentativesPembroke, September 27-3 days. ..
Owensboro, October 2-5 look after renewals of subscr ptionsdays.
Mayfield, October for Thr American Magazine. 3 daya.Ex-
perience not essential. No capital
Dissolution. needed. Good opportunity to build
The firm of ideadow. & Ford is .up a permanent business. Address:
this day dissolved, J. P. Ford retiring, J. N. Trainer, 146 Fifth Ave., New
business to be conducted by J. A iYork. N. Y.
Meadows, he assuming all liabilities'  
and collecting all accounts due said I+
firm. I 4.
Aug. 23. rgo6.
4. + 11- 4. .1. 4. 4. + 4. 4. 10 4. 4. 4. 4 10
• POPULAR WANTS.
+ ++++++++++++++
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
tikes of az and 33; citizens of United
fitates, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speck, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply tit Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
FURNITURE bought and sold
Williams, 338 South Third street,
New phone clociA.
For Rent-A ex room house with
all modern improvements. Apply 417
South Fourth street. New 'phone T.12.
FOR RENT-Room for rent
314 North Sixth St.
LOST-A watch and fob osa.
Broadway, between Third and Fourth





WAR ON POISONED CANDY' •
•
Pennsylvania Officials Will Arrest
Hundreds of Dealers.
Pittsburg. Pa.. Aog. 27.-The state
offic als have ordered hundreds of ar-
rests inn this and other cities for the
sale of poisoned candy. The order is
the result of numerous complaints of
cases of sickness and thisaauthorittes
rsser.t they have secured samples of
candy which has poison :n it.
• A Kic.
(London Leader.)
"We reely think Ruzvelt and h
friends mite leve us our own Ian-
gwige. Of kors. if Razvelt, backed
up by Karnegi, sea we hay to reform
cur speling we shal hay to, and that
vv.! be the end of it, for Karnegi has
awl the dollars and Ruzvelt has awl
the branes, but awl the same it wit
da.ht hard I nes."
When needing first-class table ser-
vice at parties or dinings, phone 2352.
Dick Logan.
Excursion Ratty' Via. the Southern
Railway from Louisville.
Denver, Colorado Spr1ngs and 'Pu-
eblo, Col.-$;6. oo Oct safe daily to




and wife of Mayfield




WAS SHOT BY A WOODCHUCK
Animal Pulls Triggger of Rifle and
Greater New York
Toilet Paper
..The best qu tilt y ad the
-value ofisred in '
Tekplione x,
a Prinnlv.. Three •




New Hoven, Conn., Aug. 27.. -
George Adams of Waterbury lies
fatally wounded at the home of
binest Cf;fford Barnum in Middlebury.
Adams was shot by a woodchuck.
Ile went to MicicUebury a few days I
ago on business. Last night with two
fcrmhands and his wife he went in
ritrsuits of a woodchuck which was in
a burrow in a lot a quarter of a
mile from the Barnum home.
The men poured bucket after
bucket of water into the woodchuck
hole and soon had the animal gasp-
ing to keep Ss head above water at
the mouth of the hole. Adams tried
to push the woodchuck under the
water with the butt of his rifle. As
he did so the woodchuck, Adams says
seizing the rifle trigger with its claws,
discharged the rifle.
The bullet entered Adam's stomach.
passed through his body and lodred
in his side. Surgeons have falliql to
locate ..t. The woodchuck esc.aptol in









Night Bll a Side Door
Ashville, N. C.-;t5.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
be r inclueive.
vor stA.•;••••11 o.‘ormation tickets
-th-
em Railway or address,
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., iii East
Main street, Lexington. Ky.
C. M. MI.TpIGERFORD, D. r. A.
234 Fourth a vent10, Louisville, Ky.
J. C. BEAN. JR., A. G. P. A., St.
Louis Mr;
+ + +++ + ++ + 4
LOCAL NEWS IN BMW A•
+ +++++++++++
-An immense crowd from Waver-
ly. Union county, will attend thelabor
carnival next Monday. An entire
train has been chartered.
Ike Garrett created cons derable
excitement in the vicinity of Fourth
and Husbands streets about noon yes-
terday by raising a general rumpus
and threating to cut the throats of
his wife and childreft. Too much
booze. Officer Thad Terrell arrested
hon.
Geo. Armstrong, wanted here on
the charge of mallcious cutt•ng, is
under arrest in St. Louis as a fugitive
from justice. Detective Baker has
gone to St. Louis for him.
The mother of A. E. White, resid-
•ng at Elkton, fell Sunday and broke
her leg. Mr. White left for Elkton
yesterday to attend her bedside.
I The case of Jim Taylor. accused
,of a name•ess offense against the son
off Thos. Crutchfield, was con -
timed in the police court yesterday
oa account of the death of Crutch-
field.
Iron Mantels for Sale.
I have a lot or iron mantels taken
from the Palmer House, that will be
sold cheap. The mante7s are as good




Mr. W. J. Decker, who has been
the agent for the Southern Express
office for the past two years has re-
signed his position and accepted one
with the Southerland Medicine com-
pany ef th is city.
Mr. Decker will be succeeded by
Mr. G. H. Effiger of Hickman, Ky.
BuSweiser, king of Settled beer. int
ssenily sue cases of two dome
' bottles to the case delivered to any
part of thc city on short notice. An- 1
I hauser-Busch Brewing associationI branch. Both phones t12. 5. H.
' Steffin. manager.
A lath Themes Sza.00 Mantel Clock for
Nivea.% 1047 Knives and Perim, a set,  
allialigle Rogue' Teaspoons, a se t, 
Ilkentene !eager. Tableepoona. a set  
Our enure Ent of Cut Gloss at 30 per coat. elf el regular price.
Ear Med Painted China, fuse se any axe la Ibe city, at so per cent.,
ear Illteirriee-you must see this lin* to estimate telly the bargians we
are
A iipeoial retortion en every art isle in ear store for zo days may-.
Maly ler sada-
must give you saris factiem,
tested free.
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
sts EIREADWAY. OT HRIE'S OLD STAND.






TWIN BRAND-OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Second
Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,






Subscribe For The Register
Abra rn L. Well & Co 4
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Bolter-
Campbell Block.





eaplar tomomt 44-a PSIISIDENCE PHONE pis
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
I $ Rome Power Motes.
z 554 Horse Power Motor.
$ Wove POW,Ir Motor.
I IP* Worse Pewee Motes.
z soo Light Divereve.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.





FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110. 203, 205 S. Taira
111111111Me - J
BUY
TRADE WAT ER COAL
Now reduced prices fo the best Coal you can buy.
LUMP 12 CENTS 'NUT 11 CENTS/
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